
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This study is intended as a contrihution to the world-wick
Commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary of the adoption, on 10
December 1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

In the fifty years which have elapsed since the General Assembly of
the United Nations adopted and solemnly proclaimed the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights, there have been political, economic, social
and cultural changes which have unq:cstionahly made an impression on
the concept of human rights, oil que s t i on of their protection and

guarantee by national and international la"., on their effectiveness and on

the actual respect held for them in toda y 's world.

In fact, it is difficult to find a period in the history of mankind when
the question of human rights has had a greater and more general

significance in theory ar practice than during the period from 1948 tilE
today. There have been times when the matter held capital importance in
a given state or region, but never has the question of human rights been

the ob3 ect of such wide general attention as nc'vadays. Furthermore, this
matter has never held such interest for the masses and the peoples of
practically the whole world as it has d:rng these years.

The 50' anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
necessarily provides an opportunity, to consider its impact. Numerous
attempts are made these days to assess its past value and what may be its
importance for the future development of mankind. Such stock-takings
have occurred several times and certainly always oil occasion of
anniversaries of the Declaration.

The time which has elapsed since the adoption of the Declaration is
sufficient to permit an appraisal of the impact which the Declaration has
exercised in this respect. The signing of the Charter of the United Nations,
ill was indeed a landmark in the annals of internationalisation of
human rights. For the first time 'human rights were referred to in the
Constitution of an international organization. The reference to human
rights' in the Charter was in general terms hut it did not define or
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elaborate the rights) By Articles 55 and 56, member states pledged
themselves to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the
United Nations to achieve respect for human rights. However, the

institutions, procedures, and programmes for inducing national respect
for rights, for monitoring the condition of human rights in different
countries, and for preventing, deterring, or ending violation, were not
provided. But the words of the Charter are words of legal obligation and
surely the pledge of Article 56 is violated if a member state itself persists
in committing gross violations of human rights universally recognised as
fundamental.

No doubt, however, the members of the United Nations themselves
recognized that the Charter law was insufficient. Immediately they
proceeded to prepare and promulgate the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, making specific the general Charter references to human
rights and freedoms for all. The Declaration is a remarkable juncture of
political-civil and economic-social rights, with equality and freedom from
discrimination a principal and recurrent theme. It declares the rights to
life, liberty, and security of person, to fair criminal process, to freedom of
conscience, thought, expression, association, and privacy; the right to
seek and enjoy asy]urn, to leave one's country and return to it; right to
marriage and family, and rights of property. It declares the will of the
people to he the basis of the authority of government, and provides for
universal suffrage and bona fid elections. It speaks of the right to wcrk
and leisure, health care and education.

The universalisation of the above human rights is a political fact. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the Genera]
Assembly in 1948 has been accepted by all of today 's states; even those,
notably the European Communist states, which had abstained when the
Declaration was adopted, have now accepted it formally in the Final Act
of the Conference on Security and Cooperation (Helsinki, 1975) . 2 Every
state has adhered to at least one human rights agreement; and more than
a third of the world's states have accepted the comprehensive
agreements, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and

I For details, see below, Chapter 3.
2 Final Act, Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, 1(a) VII, Helsinki
(1975), International Lc.gnI Materials, Vol. 14, 1975, p. 1293. The Act was adhered to
by 35 states, including Byelorussia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Ukraine, USSR, ad
Yugoslavia, who had abstained from voting on the Declaration in 1948.
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the International Covenant on Econoniic, Social, and Cultural Rigios,
with more states joining every year. The universal acceptance of the idea
of human rights and its general content may be only formal and
superficial, in some cases even hypocritical, but no government dissents
from the ideology of human rights today or offers an alternative to it.

The adoption of the Universal Declaration in 1948 was a decisive step
towards the recognition that human rights were not a matter of exciusve
domestic jurisdiction but a matter of international concern. In this sense,
the Declaration served to support the pertinent provisions of the Charter,
which set forth a similar idea. Moreover, the Declaration gave the rights it
enumerated an international status. This made possible the launching of a
movement in their favour that has gradually gained an unquestionable
momentum allowing us now to take new steps towards the development
of the field.

The Universal Declaration is an -instrument, which is widely known,
frequently ir.vcked and largely accepted as authoritative. It is a tool i t:
hands of many people who claim their rights and fight oppression. But it
is quite timely and opportune to reassess the Universal Declaration in
the light of developmets that took place sin:-? 191S. Ovor the yeats, the
Universal Declaration has served as a source of inspiration Inc] a catalyst
for broadening and deepening the network of hum an rights standards
and for devising comprehensive human rights policies.

During the last fift y years the international standard setting actvites
in the field of human rights, both on global and regional levels, have been
highly creative and productive in scope and content. The Declaration and
the Covenants are comprehensive human rights agreements designed to
be complete lex i cons of rights. But even while these were developing, the
United Nations was promoting other agreements on specific rights for
some categories of persons. The Convention on Genocide was adopted at
the same time as the Declaration. Later the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention on Political Rights
of Women, the Convention on the Status of Refugees, and others,
supplemented the Covenants, expanding on particular rights and
providing additional implementation machinery. While in some respects
the special agreements add new obligations and are binding therefore
only on parties to those agreements, in other respects they may spell out
obligations already implied in the Covenant and are available therefore as
sources for intrpretation of the Covenant.
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The Declaration and the Covenants grew up while regional human
rights agreements were also developing, in sight and knowledge of each
other, dealing with the same problems, in the same universe, with some
of the same participants. Inevitably, they drew on and reacted to each
other, even when one rejected or avoided what another chose.

In the process of such activities, the Declaration was intended to serve
as a yardstick of activities of both the organs of the United Nations and is
members in dealing with human rights and of measuring the progress
towards pronlotion and protection of human rights.

Thus, the present study, on the occasion of QLh anniversary,
wdertakes to determine within its limited scope, the impact of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights at the international, regional and
national level. Fifty years is a relatively short time in the sweeping march
of history. Yet it is long enough to measure some of the progress made in
the development of international co-operation on human rights. The
framework of the study is presented in the following paragraphs.

Chapter 2 outlines the relationship of Bangladesh with the United
Nations by elaborating its membership history and then briefly
establishes its tie with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Chapter 3 traces the historical basis of the Universal Declaration and its
drafting history while chapter •1 provides an overview of the Declaration
and its significance. Chapter 5 documents chronologically human rights
initiatives of the United Nations since the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights 1948 until the Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action 1993.

Chapters 6 to 9 compare various Conventions on human rights with
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The object is to focus
reflection of the rights mentioned in the Declaration to these Conventions,
which were adopted subsequently. Thus, chapter 6 provides a
comparative analysis of the European Convention on Human Rights and
the Universal Declaration. Chapter 7 draws a comparison between the
two United Nations Covenants of 1966 i.e. International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights with the Universal Declaration. Similarly,
chapter 8 draws comparison between the Universal Declaration and the
American Convention on Human Rights while chapter 9 deals with the
African Convention on Human and Peoples' Rights.
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Chapter 10 highlights the endorsement of the Universal Dec li ration of
Human Rights in the national Constitutions of the world while charter 11
presents the endorsement of the United Nations Chai'er. The
endorsement of the status of international law in the national
Constitutions of the world has been detailed in chapter 12.

Chapters 13 to 15 compare Constitutions of three countries i.e. India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh with the Universal Declaration. It aims to shcw
how far these Constitutions have relied on the Universal Declara:icncf
Human Rights in guaranteeing rights to their citizens. Thus, charter 13
p,-'O%-ides a comparative analysis of the Constitution of India and the
Universal Declaration. Chapter 14 draws comparison between the
Constitution of Pakistan and the Universal Declaration while chapter 15
compares the Constitution of Bangladesh. The conclusions of the present

work are presented in chapter 16.
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Membership of Bangladesh in the
United Nations and its Adherence to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The emergence of Bangladesh as an independent state was one of the
most important events in the history of South Asia since the withdrawal
of British rule from this region. Before its inception as a sovereign
independent state, Bangladesh was first part of British India and then
Part of Pakistan known as Fast Pakistan. Hence, in order to discuss the
membership of Bangladesh in the United Nations, we must first go back
to India's membership in the Leaue of Nations in 1920, and the United
Nation in 1945, followed by Pakistan's membership in 1947.

ThL League of Nations was established by virtue of the Treaty of
Versailles. ! India's membership in the I ea r'. .. e of N.itons is of special
iret s:n.e i t was it thit time net so'.'erc'in state :cr a self-governing
territory, hut a part of British empre.

The World \Var I had a profound effect on the attitude of His
Majest y 's Government towards India. Before 1917 the composition of the
Imperial Conference was confined tp the members of His Majesty's
Government and the Governments of the Dominions. But in view of her
war effort, India was represented at the special war Conferences of 1917
and 1918 and in the Imperial War Cabinet. The Conference of 1917
expressed the view that India should be represented at all future
conferences. A resokition of the imperial War Conference, 1917, referred
to the Dominions as autonomous nations of an Imperial
Commonwealth' and to India as 'an important portion. of the same". 2 The
decision that India should be represented at all future Imperial
Conferences, the great assistance rendered by her during the war, the
resolution just quoted above, all had influence on the next step in the

For text of the Treat'.', set', ILO, OfficL! BuUet:n, Geneva, 1919, Vol. 1, p. 332.
2 Rr:or cffh' In.ian at:itcr Corn,nisi;n, Vol. V. London, 1932, p. 1634.
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evaluation of her international status. Thus, when at the Paris Peace
Conference special repreSefltaiOfl was given to the four chief Dominions3
in the British Empire delegation, the same treatment was accorded to

India.4

In the very first meeting of the League of Nations Commission of the
Peace Conference, President Wilson proposed amendment to Article VI of
the Hurst-Miller Draft regarding membership of the proposed word
organisation and suggested that the Covenant should contain the
following: 'only self-governing states shall be admitted to the
membership in the League; Colonies enjoying full powers of self-
government may be admitted".5

The debate on Wilson's proposal took a very wide range. His
amendment had admitted the self-governing colonies but India had been
left out. Lord Robert Cecil emphasised the special position of India and
asked that Indias claim for membership should be recognsad. He
argued:

The Presidents (Wilson) amendn:ent admits self-govern:n
colonies; but what about the Indian Empire? She mobilized a
million men and made a vainah!e coritrib' : tn to the All:eJ
armies,.... If the League of Nations were to employ vods
which would arbitrarily exclude India, it would be taken by
those people as bitter insult. I am free to tell you that there is a
spirit of unrest abroad in India of a serious character. The Sri tih
Government is trying just as rapidly as possible to advance India
into a self-governing colony; and for any thing to happen which
would exclude India would be unfortunate indeed.6

President Wilson admitted that it was indeed hard to define self
government and stated:

For myself I have great admiration for India's performance. The
spirit she has shown is fine. Nevertheless, the impression of the
whole world is that she is not seIf'goveincd.

Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa.
See above, note 2, at p. 1634.
Miller, D. I-I., Time Drafting of time Coeuant, New York, 1928, p. 157.

6 Ibid. p. 164.
7 Jbid,p. 165.
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The difficult)' in admitting India, President Wilson pointed Out, was

that if India were admitted on any principle, that pri
nciple would have to

he extended to other dependent territories, such as the Philippines. At the
same time he argued that it would be unwise to admit territories like the

Philippines to the League-s

At this stage General Smuts, Prime Minister of South Africa,

intervened in the discussion and pointed out that it was unnecessary to
discuss India's case in such detail for the Covenant itself takes care of

India".9 He cogently argued that India could become a member of the
League by virtue of her being a signatory to the Peace Treaty (which also
included the Covenant of the League of Nations) independent of any
condition which might he laid down concerning subsequent members

and it would not affect her.'

While President Wilson hesitated as to the membership of India, he

did not finall object s as Miller observes 'no one else seemed to care"." In

this manner, in a fit of virtual absent-mindedness, India became a
member of the League of Nations and an anomaly in international law

was created)'

L must ai.a, S he remembered that India was an original member
and not an admitted member of the League. This is not just a distinction

se of India.
cihout a difference; it was of practical importance in the ca 

Original members acquired membership in the League under Article I,

pa:acrapll
 1 of the Covenant. This paragraph did not prescribe any

specific qualification for membership. It merely admitted that 'the
original members of the League shall be those of signatories which are
named in the Annex to the Covenant". India was so named and therefore

was an original member of the League. 	 David Hunter Miller summed

s membership in the League of Nations as "an anomaly amongup India 
anoaie5". 3 And i l was indeed so. It was a striking paradox withOut

pa-01e1 that India enjoyed in theory at least and as a matter of course, the

S Jlcid,p 166.
Id

U Id.
1 Ibid, p. 165.
12 Sethd, L. R., 'India in the Community of Natiors, n Caoadian Bar Riew, Vol

14, 1936, p. 40.
13 See, hillIer, D. 11., aba e note Sat p.493.
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sovereign rigiits cf the Di.i!i1i, n twithstanJin the fact thet it had
not reached a condition of complete autonomy even in its internal aIfers.

In spite of being a political dependency of Britain, India's membership
of the League was indeed the first step towards elevating its international
status in the assemblies of the world) It can he argued that Indies
admission to the League was in a nature of a reward for the assistance it
provided in the First World War to the Allies) 3 It also has been said that
British Government was mo t ivated by selfish interest, when she
struggled for India's membership in the League of Nations, for this would
secure the collateral support of India for Britain 'in her struggle for
leadership at Geneva)6

After the Second World War when the United Nations was
established in 1945, India became one of the original members under
article 3 of the UN Charter. Until 1947, India continued to be a member of
the United Nations under Pritish colonial rule. ho t the Indian
Independence Act, 1947 passed by the British Parliament oil July, 1947
provided that from the fifteenth day of August, 1947 two independent
Dminions ........e to be set up in	 tO be known respectivel y as
end ]'akistan." The Indian Independence Act raised çuestions of far-
reaching impl i cation from	 wthe viewpoint of international law. The Act
had brought about the division of British India into too Dornir.icns, lnda
and Pakistan. In the case of the division of India, there was no act of
international i.iic to which Inda o,-a< a party in her internn tionai capec::\.

Not was there anything in the Act, even remo tely suggesting that hc
Dominion of India was a continuation, pure and simple of Indies juris:ic
personalit y . Oil contrary, it is manifest from the provisions of the .-\ct

that the territory of British India in its entiret y had been partitioned
between two Dominions. There was no express or implied reservation in
the Act that the juristic personalit y of India would continue. Hence it

' See, Dhyarii, S. N., lntrnifn.il Labour ("rc,aisatien and India, New Delhi, 1977,
p. 121.
° See, Pi , ri, t\ t. lvi., Inc/ui in the 	 Lel'eur Organisation, The Hague, 1953,
P. 29.
lb See, Dhyani, S. N., above note 1-1, at p. 122.

For the Indian Independence Act, 1947, see, The Public General Acts and he

Church Asse'iyMeasurcs of 1947, VoL 1, Chapter 30, London, 1947, pp. 236-2.
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could reasonably he argued that India had ceased to exist ill
law and its place had been taken by the Dominions of India and Pakistan.

However, before the date set for this change (15 August, 1947), the

Secretariat c l the United Nations was obliged to consider the legal

consequences \\ • ith regard to membership and representation in the
United Nations. In substance the following uetionS 'ere raised: a) Did
the division of India result in the extinction of the member state? Was it,

in legal effect, a di'.emhermeflt or merel y 1 SucceSsion or hi eahinii

away of a part of state? b) What consequences did the constitutional

change, the :nsfer of sovcreii;nty,	 ohave n the status and representation

of the mcn:her state? c ,'hat was the status of tle new state of Pakistan?

Did it su. :eed to the :ights and obligations of a mTh	 00enos 0cr

charter? These questions were answered in a brief legal opinion of the
Assistant eceta:'y General in charge of the legal department which reads

as follow:

Ftc	 the viewpoint of international taw, the situation is one in

v1.' ii -.,art of	 e\:stng state breaks off and becomes a new

st'L. On this anTvss, there is no chatige ill starts
of ludia; it continues as ii state with all the treaty rights and
ohhitonS and coasequentiy with all the rights and obligationga s
of membership in the United Nations. The terrttoiy which breaks

off, Pakistan, isiti he a new stote;:t will not have the treaty rights

and obligations of the old state, and it will not, of course, have

memsersiup in the United Nations.

In international law, the situation is analogous to the separation
of the Irish Free 5tate from Great Britain, and of Belgium from
the Netherlands. In these cases, the portion which separated was
considered a new state; the remaining portion continued as an

existin g state with all the rights and duties which it had before)5

The opinion did not analyse the facts in the Indian situation but merely
drew attention to what it considered the analogous situation involved in
the separation of the Irish Free State from Great Britain and l3elgiurn from

the Ne t herlands. ! ' It ceuld he argued that the analogy of the Irish Free

S United Notions Press hTcase 1'M1473, 12th Aug'.ist, 19,7-
' Schachter, 0, 'The dopnwttt of International Law Through the Legal

( ninions of the United Nations Secretariat, in British Year Book of infer,mtiO?Icil

1.;, Vol. 25, i918, P. 102.

10
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State would he inapplicable since it came into existence as a result of a
treaty concluded by Great Britain in 1921. This was an act of international
Jaw done by Great Britain in her capacity as an international person, and
there was nothing in the Act to prejudice the continuance of her
international personality.20

The position was entirely different in the case of India. The Dominion
of Pakistan did not set itself up as an independent state by virtue of an
agreement with India. There had been no act of international law to
which India had been a party and which was the source of independence
of the Dominion of Pakistan. The situation would have been totally
different if India had become a Dominion before the partition and had
thereafter agreed to the succession of those areas which were included in
the Dominion of Pakistan. Similar results would have followed, if before
the passing of the Indian Independence Act, 1947 India had with the
ap p roval of the British parliament, concluded a treaty with the seceding
areas for the constitution of a separate State. However, that was not the
case. Two separate Dominions had been created by virtue of a Statute of
the British Parli,unent and not by an international agreement to which
India was a party.

Whatever criticism may he centred against the legal opinion of the
Secretariat, nevertheless India and Pakistan had considered themselves
the problem of the devolution of the international rights and obligations,
and arrived at an agreement. The agreement was promulgated by the
Governor General in the Schedule to the Indian Independence
(International Arrangements) Order, 1947 which provided infer olin

2 (a) Membership of all international organisations together with
the rights and obligations attaching to such membership, will
devolve solely upon the Dominion of Jr.dia. b) The Dominion of
Paidstar, wdl take such steps as may be necessary- to apply for
mem.'ersiup of such international organisation as it chooses to
join.''

° Sen, S. D. K, The Partition of India and 5:ccesson in International Law, in
India,: L;-,k, Review, Vol. 1, 1947, p. 197.
21 For the Text of the Agreement see, The Gn:e!te of India Extraordinary, 1947, pp-
911-12.

11
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Under these provisions it is significant that Pakistan did not succeed
to the membership of international organisations or the rights and
obligations attaching to such membership but had to apply to become a
member of any organisation it chose to apply. Thus, it did not become a
member of the UN, nor did it succeed to the rights and obligations
attached to India by reason of its membership in the League of Nations.

However, Pakistan applied for membership in the UN immcdotcly

on 15 A :gust, 1947 and in accordance with the Charter was admitted to

the Uni: d Nations.

In crc sense, the admission of Pakistan to the United Nations was not
one of ajmission of a new member. Until 15 August, 1947 Pakistan and
India continued as one entity. On 15 Aagust they agreed to constitute
themselves into two sove:eign states. One chose to continue to call itself
by the old name of India, '.hich had applied to the v, , hole of the country

and the other elected to call 'tself by the name of Pakistan. Inasmuch as
Pakistan had been a part of Ira.Pa, it was in effect under the latter name, a
signatory to the Treaty of Versailles and an original member of the league
of nations. T}inrefore, it can be argued that Pakistan was not a new
member of the UN, but a co-successor to a member state which was one

of the founders of the Organisation.

In 1971, East-Pakistan 23 in the name of Bangladesh declared itself

independent on 26 March 1971, under the leadership of Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, and after a war of liberation achieved its

independence in the same year. 23 The historic war for National

Independence was fought in due fulfillment of the legitimate right of self-
determination of the People of Bangladesh. Human rights agenda, thus,
had been in the fore-front of the country's liberation struggle. However,
within a short time of its independence, on 8 August 1972, Bangladesh
applied to the United Nations for membership under Article 4 of the UN

Charter. Article 4 of the Charter reads as follows:

22 The State of Pakistan comprised two parts, i.e., lLnt Pakistan and West

Pakistan.
23 For independence of Bangladesh see, Chowdhury, S. R., The Genesis of

Bangladesh, London, 1972; Chowdhu ry, A. K., Independence of Eat-BciigiI, Dhaka,

1984; Zaheer II., The Separaticu of East Pakistan: The Rice and Rcili:a!io:i cf Bengali

Muslimi: Wationa1ini, Karachi, 1994.

12
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1. Membership in the United Nations is open to all other peace
loving states which accept the obligations contained in the
present Charter and, in the judgement of the Organisation, are
able and willing to carry out these obligations

2. The admission of any such state to membership in the United
Nations will he effected by a decision of the General Assembly
upon the recommendation of the Securi ty Council.

Accordingly, Bangladesh's membership was taken up by the Secu::tv
Council on 10 August 1972, but the People's Republic of China, a
permanent member of the Council stood in the way. The represen t ative of

China first unsuccessfully opposed the inclusion of the item in the
Council's agenda, then succeeded in deferring a decision on the same fc:

a fortnight and finally cast its maiden veto against the resolution co-
sponsored by Yugoslavia, India, Soviet Union and Britain recommending
the immediate membership of Bangladesh.4

The Security Council thus failed to take any decision on
application of Bane,ladesh for membership because of the negative vote or
one of its portitanent members. However, it was accorded observer status

on 17 October 1972:5

Bangladesh continued its diplomatic maneuver throughout 1973 and
the Non-aligned Summit Conference held in September 1973 strongly
supported the candidature of Bangladesh's membership in the United
Nations. Yet, Chinese attitude on the issue did not change. However, a

break through occurred on 9 April 1974 when India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh signed historic agreement in New Delhi providing for
repatriation of all prisoners of war and thus putting an end to the conflict
and confrontation that have hitherto marred relations. In the meantime,
during the Islamic Summit Conference in Lahore to which Bangladesh

was invited, Pakistan and Bangladesh accorded each other mutual
recognition owing largely to the mediatory efforts of the Egyptian

Secretary General of the organ isation.26

24 Doc. S110771.
:5 See, Momen. N., ' Uanlade.h's Entry into the United Nations", in Jahangir, B.
K., (el.) Rostra Bigu.ri 8cu.'c1t POric, Uhaha, 1986, P. 94.

[bid, p. 96.

13
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It was only alter these developments, the Security Council

reconsidered the application of Bangladesh for membership in May-June

1974. Accordingly. on 10 June 1974 the Security Council by consensus
adopted the following resolution:27

The Security Council,

Having examined the application of the People's Republic of
Bangladesh for admission to membership in the United Nations,

Recommends to the General assembly that the People's Republic
of Bangladesh be admitted to membership in the United
Nations.

Upon the above recommendation of the Security Council, a Resolution

was moved in the General Assembly by 68 countries which was adopted
by the Assembly unanimously- The resolution of the General Assembly

was as fol]ows:29

The General Assembly,

Having received the recommendation of the 5ecu:i Council of
10 Jr.:ne 1974 that the People's repuhhc of BogiadeSh should be
admitted to membership in the United Nation_c,

Having considered the application for membership of the
People's Republic of Bangladesh,

Decides to admit the People's Republic of Bangladesh to
membership in the United Nations.3°

Thus, on 17 September 1974 Bangladesh became the 136th member of the

United Nations.

The Charter of the United Nations contains a number of references to
the promotion of human rights. The preamble reaffirms " faith in
fundamental human rights". Among the purposes of the United Nations
set out in article 1, is "to co-operate ... in promoting respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms for all". The most important provisions

2' Resolution No. 351(1974), 10 June 1974.
See, Ye.sr Beck of the United Nations, Vol. 28, 1971, p. 296.

2' Resolution No. 3203(XXIX), 17 September 1974.
30 	 Ycur Book of the United Nations, Vol. 28, 1974, p. 297.

14
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are probably those contained in articles 55 and 56. Article 55 provides that
the United Nations shall promote "universal respect for and observance
of, human rights and fundamental freedoms", while in article 56 "all
members pledge themselves to Like joint and separate actions". The

Charter, hovever, does not define or cY'ntan a bid of rights but it waS

agreed in the San Francisco Conference that a bill of rights will be drawn

I is soon as possible. In his closing speedi to the San Francisco
Conference ; c3:lent Truoman stated that:

lVe t:.ve seed reason to expect the training of an international
['ill of rnhts, acceptable to ah ,!ie n.itLn3 invved The
Char:cr is dedicated to the .wb:eve:n - nt and 'bwrvance of

intan r:gi::s and fn.ndamenta ireect'::s. Un!e-- we can attain
tnose oh; :iws for all mvii a:d 	 t: .. hvi e -	 ithotit
rt'n,d to race. ....laa:;Y' or :oho:cn	 c .:annot have pc:nla000t
peace and security.31

FO : 0 effect to this proposal, the Gen:al ;\senib]v of the United
"Jations adopted on 10 December, 1 Y43, a Declaration of Human Rights. It
was not intended to impose legal cL:dot:cns on states hut rather to
establish goais for states to work tu\.a:ds. I hus, the operative part of the
Resolution reads as follows:

Now, therefore, the General Assembl y proclaims this Universal
Dec!ara tia: of Human Ri;ls as a coin:non standard of
achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
individual and every organ of ecictv, keeping this Declaration
constantly in mind, shall st-n yc by teaching and education to
promote respect for these rihts and freedoms and by
:arogres ove measures, tie ti ona I and international, to secure their
universal and cifective rocognitic a and observance, both among
he peoples of l\Iemn}ner States ti-.cniseive and the peoples of

tcrritore5 under their jurisdiction.

ii Quoted in Shon, L. B., "A Short 1-16ar y cf United Nations Documents on
I human Rigits", in T.::c L,':::t .i .\ '.i/:ert Oni .....,;':	 eigiiteYu:la report of the
Commission	 liie Or;anis.i lion of ?':ace, N.'.' '{e:k, ]96S, pp. 51-52.

Quoted in lohertsea, A. II., and Merr::ls, 1.1 1., Hitn:au RiçJ:Ls in lime Wcrirt,

tLncbestr, i 239, p. 26.

15
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The Dc1aratic:i was drafted in pursuance of the dispositions of the
Charter iritroduring the proriloicti of a respect for human rights as an

international concern of primary importance.

Thus, it may be emphasised that by becoming a member of the United
Nations under the Charter, the government of Bangladesh adhered to the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights as there seems to he an
agreement that the Declaration is a statement of general principles

spelling out in cons iderahe detail the meaning of the phrase 'human

rights and fundamental freedoms' in the Charter of the United Nations.33
Further, such adherence is apparent by the fact that the Constitution of
Bangladesh in its Preamble pledges itself to establish a society' securing
fundamental human rights and freedoms for- all citizens who "may

prosper in freedom and ... make . . . full contribution towards
international peace and co-operation in keeping with the progressive
aspiration of mankind". U may further be emphasised that article 25 of

the Constitution recognises respect for inter .ational law and the
principles enunciated in the United Nations Charter while article 11

atdeclares ti the Republic shall he a democracy in which fundariental

liutnan rights and freedoms aiid respect for the dignity and worth >f the

human person shall be guaranteed.

° See, S'non, LB., 'A Short Hitorv of the United Nations Documents on Human

Rights", in LI,;i(,'i Natios' and H:inun Rights, Now York, 1968, p. 71.
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CHAPTER 3

Historical Basis of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and its Draftin g History

The catalyst to which we owe the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and indeed much of the new international law of human rights
which has so radically changed the theory and practice of the law of

nations , was the gross violations of human rights that were committed in

and by certain countries during and immediately before the Second

World War. For it was these atrocit i es that fostered the climate of world

opinion which made it possible for the San Francisco Conference to make
the promotion of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms
"for 1l without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion" one of the
pillars on which the United Nations was erected and a stated purpose of

the Organization 3 It was on these foundations that the new hternational

law of human rights was built.3

Thus, international concern with human rights is a contemporary
development, dating largely form the Second World War. Traditionally,
the international political system, and therefore international law,
considered what we now call human rights, to be a matter ef domestic,
not international concern. This international lack of interest in human
rights was often expressed in two overlapping propositions: the
individual was not  ci ti0na1_h3y; and how a state treated
jidn inhabitants was its own affair. That tradition no doubt reflected
the prevailing conception of the limited domain of international law. It
may have been also a reflection of the prevailing morality, since human
rights were not highly respected in most countries and since governments
were not moved to refrain from inhumanity at home, they could not be

I See, Humphrey, J . P., "The International Law of Human Rights in the Mt.ldle
Twentieth Century" in Bos (ed.), The Present Stile of Iiiternatiooal Lai', Kolner,

1973, p . 75.
2 See, Article I of the United Nations Charter.
2 5cc, Humphrey, J . P., "The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Its History,
Impact and Juridical Character", in Pamcharan, B. C., (ed.) Horizon Rz5hts: Thirty

Y'.:rs .-i/cr The Uuiers.i/ DL'caT.;wr1, The Hagt_e. 199, p . 21.
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expected to care more for the human condition elsewhere. 4 This scencrio

changed with the establishment of the United Nations in 1945, and the
unanimous adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights by
the General Assembly in 1948.

1The Universal Declaratioi\ of Human Rights of 1948 did not, however,
spring ready-made from the heads of a group of men and women who
met in 1946, 1947, and 1948 at New York, Lake Success, Geneva, and
Paris. In the following pages we shall investigate briefly, the Declaration's
philosophical and constitutional roots and foundations and, to this end
enter upon a short analysis of the history, national and international,

which led up to the ado p tion of the Declaration in 1948.

Although some holars claim to be able to trace a rudimentary
concep: of human righ: hack to Stoic philosophy of classical t:mes oia the

natural law jurisprudeiwe of Grotias and the jus naturale of Roman law, 5 it

seems evident that the origins of the modern concept are to be found in
the English, American and French revolution of the seventeenth and the

eighteenth countries.6

Though Magna Car(j2l5) in often seen as the origin of librties of

the Englisifitizens, it was not uOLil the Bill of Rights (16S9) that rules
directed towards the protection of individual rights or liberties emerged.
The Bill of Rights, which is described in its long title as 'An Act Declaring
the Rights and Liberties of the Subject and Setting the Succession of the
Crown', was the outcome of the seventeenth-century struggle of

Parliament against the arbitrary rule of the Stuart monarchs. Passed after

the enforced abdication of James If and the accession to the throne of
\Villiarn III and Mary II following the 'Glorious Revolution' of I6SS, the
Bill which expressed itself to be declaratory of existing law and not
creative of new law, subjected the monarchy to the power of Parliament
by declaring illegal the claimed suspending and dispensing powers of the
Crown. It also forbade the levying of taxes or the maintenance of a

See, 1-lenkin, L, "The International Bill of Rights: The Universal Declaration and
the Convention" in Berarthardt, R, and Jolowicz, J. A., (ods.) internaliomil

Enfirceme,rt of Human Rights, Berlin, 1985. p. 1
See, Vasak, K. "Towards a Specific International Human Rights Law" in Vasak,

K. (ed.), The International Djnn',,sio,:s of Hun:an Rig/its, Vol. 2, Paris, 1982, p . 67.

6 Davidson, S., Human Rights, Buckingham 1993, p. 2.
It was, in reality, simply a compromise on the distribution of powers between

K:g John and his nobles.
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standing army in peacetime by the Crown without Parliamentary
consent.

In Marxist analysis, the Glorious Revolution of 1688 and the Bill of
Rights which institutionalized it, was a bourgeois revolution: it simply
confirmed the ascendancy of the gentry and merchant class over the
monarchy 9. For the most part, therefore, the Bill represented a
constitutional settlement which protected the secti ona l interests of one
group. However, Whig historians, however, saw the Bill as the triumph
of liberty over despotism and the protection of Englishmen (women had
little say in the matter) from absolutist and arbitrary government. 1 0 There
is merit in both these views, for the Bill of Rights not only secured the
interests of the bourgeoisie, but it also dea l t with certain matters having
the characteristics of 'human rights', although they were not referred to
as such at the time. In particular, the Bill provided that 'excessive hail
ought not to he required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and
unusual punishment inflicted'. It further provided that 'jurors ought to be
dul y impaneled and returned and that all grants and promises of fines
and forfeitures of particular persons before conviction are illegal and
void. While the 'human rights' element of the Bill of Rights might appear
to be biased in favour of a particular class of citizens, nevertheless the
whole context of the instrument was of fundamental iniportonce, since it
sought to replace the vagaries and excesses of arbitrary monarchical
absolutism with parliamentary constitutional legitimacy."

Thus, when we consider the philosophical foundations of the concept
of human rights, it is clear that the main stream has its origins in the
liberal dernocra tic tradition of Western Europe - a tradition which is itself
the product of Greek philosophy, Roman law, the Judaeo-C}-jistian
tradition. It is the parliamentary democracies of Western Europe which
are the direct heirs of this tradition. Other countries which have inherited
this political philosophy have carried the tradition to other parts of the
world. O:hers in turn hn'c' absorbed some of it - but to varying degrees
and incompletely.

A detailed form:ilatPm of that philosophy as applied to the specific

S See, Davidson, S., Human Rights, Buckingham, 1993, p. 2.
See, generall y, Max, K. and Engeless, F., The Cor:mzun:st 2vlz,zfi'sto, R y ,izr.off, D.

(ed.) New York, 1965.
See generally, Trelvelyan, C. M., The English ReociuLon 1688-89, Oxford, 1965.
See, I).'. d ' n, S., Hwnu: Ri g!it, E"jckirgbam, 1993, p . 3.
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prohlem of human rights may be found in the French Declaration of the
Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789 and particularly in its second
article: 'The aim of all political association is the conservation of the
natural inalienable rights of man. These rights are; liberty, property,
security and resistance to oppression. The Declaration does not discuss
wh y these rights are 'natural' and 'inalienable'. No doubt its authors

would have consider that to he self-evident)

The French Declaration proclaimed a number of entitlements which
are now generally called civil and political rights: the basic principle that
all men are born and remain free and equal in their rights; also particular
rights, including equality before the law, freedom from arrest except in
conformity with the law, the presumption of innocence, protection
against retroactivity of the law, fredom of opinion, freedom of
expression and the well luwvn definition of liberty as freedom to do
anything which is not harrnf.:l to others-13

The experience of English and French Revolutions and the various
philosophical and theor.tical attempts to justify it were not lost on the
leaders of Britain's rebellious North American colonies in the latter part
of the eighteenth century. Feekin g to disengage the colonies from British

tf rule following dissatisfactio; over the levels of taxation and lack of

representation in the British Parliament, the American Founding Fathers
sought justification in the social contract and natural rights theories of
Locke and the French philosophies. In the American Declaration of

Independence (1776), drafted by Thomas Jefferson, these ideas find

particularly clear and felicitous expression:

We hold these truths to he self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their creator with certain
unalienable rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness - That to secure these fights, Governments
are institLited among Men, deriving their just powers form the
conseni of the gcvernment. That whenever any from
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of
the People to alter or abolish It.

While the high sounding ideals of the protection of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness were sufficient for a declaration of
independence, they were clearly inadequate as a catalogue of individual

12 See, Robertson, A. H., Human RiS/Its in 11w World, Manchester, 1939, p. 3.

3 Ihid, at p. 4
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rights which the state was obliged to protect. The Virginia Declaration of
Rights, which was drafted by George Mason and which pre-dated the
Declaration of Independence by a month, included specific liberties that
were to be protected form state interference. These included freedom of
the press, the free exercise of religion and the obligation that no person
should be deprived of their liberty except by the law of the land or the
judgement of their peers. The drafters of the US Constitution, influenced
by Mason's Virginia Declaration, included the protection of these
minimum rights. It was not until 1791, however, that the CS ado:ted a
Bill of Rights ccntar.ing a list of guaranteed individual rights. This was
effected by a number of amendments to the constitution. Among the
more well-known amendments are the First, which protects freedom of
religion, freedom of the press, freedom of expression and the fight of
assembl y; the Fourth, which protects individuals against unreasonable
search and seizure; and the Filth, establishing the rule against sel f_
incri;nifiation and the right to due process of law. Subsequent
amendments to the CS Constitution have extended the Bill of Rights (for
example, the Thirteenth adopted after the Civil War forbade the practice
of slavery), but no rights have ever been removed or abridged by
Congress. 4

A number of recurring themes and concepts in human rights law
originate from the American and French Revolutions. Foremost among
these is that fights are by nature inherent, universal and inalienable: they
belong to individuals simply because they are human beings and not
because they are the subjects of a state's law. Second, that the protection
of rights is best afforded within a democratic framework. The concept of
political self-determination formulated by the drafters of the French
Declaration made it clear that the effective protection of rights was to he
found only within the bounds of democratic legitimacy. Third, that the
limits to the exercise of rights could be determined or abrogated only by
law. This might be seen as part of the concept of the rule of law which
requires that rights should be protected by law, and that in abrogating of
diminishing individual rights a government is obliged to conform to
constitutional legal requirements. It also requires governments to act
according to law, and that the law upon which the government seeks to
act should be neither oppressive, arbitrary or discriminatory

Thus, it is apparent that English, American and French Revolutions

'' See, Davidson, S., H,..nu RichEs, Buckingham, 1993, p. 5.
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contributed tov.'ards the development of liberal democracy in which
certain rights were regarded as paramount in protecting individuals from
state's inhuflt tendency to authoritarianism.

We will now focus our attention beyond national boundaries and
begin with the League of Nations which after the end of First World War
was established by the Treaty of Versailles 1919. The Covenant of the
League of Nations, the tre icninT92OTf5lished_the League and
served as its constitution, contained no general provisions dealing with
human rights. The notion that human rights should be internationally
protected had not yet gained acceptance by the community of nations,
nor was seriously contemplated by those who drafted that treaty. The
Covenant did, however, contain two provisions (Article 22 and 23) that
bear oil development of interTiiggFhuman rights law. The Lue
also pla yed an important role in helping with the implementation of post
World War I treaties for the protection of minorities.

The First World War had, in the words of Presiden t 'ilson, been
fought 'to make the world safe for democrac y, that is "to render it a
secure h irartiTor the7ef5ntal right ot man to be governed by
rulers choen by and accountable to him". 15 We are aware that on the

c that war, great strides were made towards this goal. We
have also seen, hoxever, that whatever progress had been achieved in
1515 and the years immediately following was wiped out by the horrors
of Fascism and other authoritarian regimes, and b y the ordeals of World
Var 1. Hitler's and fussohni's records proved, moreover, box clçse a

relatcnsh.ip exists between outrageous behavior by a governnent
towards itS own subjects and aggression against other nations, het-ween
respee: for human rights and the maintenance of peace.

This experience resulted in the widespread conviction that effective
international protection of human rights is an essential condition of
international peace and progress. The first authoritative pronouncement
of this aim was made at a time when the United States was not yet at war,
in Pident Roost's _& nua iessage to the Congress, of January 6,
1941, in which he formulated the Four Freedoms: freedom of speech and
expression; freedom of religion; freedom form want; freedom from fear,
In the Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941, the President of the United
States and the f'ri:e Minister of Great Britain expressed the hope "to see
established a peace which will afford assurance that all the men in all the

15 Lauterpacht. 1-I., l':i'eriu!ionrzl Law 'and Hun:in Rig/its, 1950, Londo , p. 77.
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lands may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want." In the
"Declaration of the United Nations" signed by all the Allied Powers on
January 1, 1942, it was stated that "complete victory over their enemies is
essential to dfend life, liberty, independence, and religious freedom, and
to preserve human rights and justice in their own lands as well as in other
lands")6

After the end of the Second Wo:ld_\Var the United Nations 17 was set
up in 1945 by the Charter of the United Nations. The United Nations
CT5TtëTvas wFTen in the closing days of the Second World War by the
representatives of 50 -governments meeting at the United Nations
conference oil Organisation in San Francisco from 25 April
to 26 June, 1945. The Charter was adopted and signed on 26 June 1945, by
the representatives of 50 states participating in the conference, and later
by a fifty-first state, Poland, which had been :nable to attend)s

It may be emphasized that although the origins of human rights law
can be traced back to revolutionary constitutionalism of the seventeenth
and the eighteenth centuries, it is only with the entry into force of the
United Nations Charter in 1945, that it is po ssible to speak of the advent
of systematic human rights protection within the international system.

One of the features of the U. N. Charter which distinguishes'it most
sharplyfrorn the(tovenant of the Lea gue of Nations is its concern for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. There are seven specific

?erenceirffle charter of human rights a—n-a freedoms but nowhere do
it cataIoguë? define them. The first reference is in the Preamble which
reads asr

/ We the peoples of the United Nations, determined . . . to
irirmn faith in funda)m.'ntal huu;mmj rights, in the dignity and

'-"	 worth of the human person, in the equal rights of inert and
women and of nations large and small ... have resolved to
combine our efforts to accomplish these aims.

6 Humphrey, J., No Distant ,1iifrmiium : Time International L'mw of Human Rights,
Paris, 1989, p. M.

The name 'United Nations' was devised by P7csident Franklin D. Roosevelt
and was first used in the 'Declaration by the United Nations' of 1 January 1942,
during the Second World War, . lion representati.cs of 26 Nations pledged their
Governments to continoe fighting together against the Axis power.
iS United Nations, Pasic Facts About the UoUcd Na/mis, New York, 1992, p. 3.

Italics for emphasis.
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The second reference is to be found in article 1(3) which proclahrts tie
folio ;ing goals as one of the purposes of the UN:

To achieve international co-operation in solving internatioflel
problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian
character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human

a id for fuIidaFflC?1 Ia! freedoms° for all without distinction as

to race, sex, language, or re!giOn

The third reference in article 13(l)(b) authorizes the General Assembly, to

initiate studies and make recommendation-, for the purpose of "assisting

in the r'a!izatien of h w nan rights and fundame rtilfreedoms".2'

The innovative nature of the Charter is not limited to simple

proclamahon of goals and initiating studies and making
recommendations on human rights. Article 55(c), written in imperative

terms, obliges the United Nations to act in such a way as to promote
"rIniersai rcsr','ct for, and observance of, human rihts".

The fifth Charter reference to human rights is in article 62, para. 2,

which states t, 1,1 
the Economic arid Social Council "may make

recommendations for. the purpose of pro1noiiç respect for, and obsereance

o /unnan rihs and fttndinzen talfreedomS for all".

The 5;\th reference is to be found in a:ticle 68 by which the Economic
and Socia Council shall set up commission in economic and social fields

and for the 1rjrnotiOfl of human rjçh'5, 24 and such other commissions as

mac be recuired for the performance of its functions.

The seventh and last explicit reference to human rights  in the Charter

is in ar:c:e 76(c) where one of the basic objectives of the trusteeship

systeni is declaration to be "to 
cncaurage rc'sc'ct for human rights and for

for all without distinction as to race, sex, language,

or religion and to encourage recognition of the interdependence of the

peonies of the world"-

A few delegations to th San Francisco Conference, including the
Chillean, Cuban and Panamanian delegations sponsored provisions

20 Italics for emp 'la 'is.
21 Italics for emphasis.
° Italics for emphasis.
3 Italics for emphasis.

21 Italics for emphasis.
25 itahcs for ernphass.
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which would have had the Charter guarantee the protection 
of Specified

rights; and Panama even urged the incorporation of a hilt of rights; but
none of these proposalS were accc'pted. However, the Conference did
include in the Charter an article 63 by which Economic and Social Council
was instructed to set up a commiSSlOil for the promotion of human rights;
and although there was no mention in the article of such a mandate it .as
generally understood that the CommisSO° would draft an International

Bill of Rights.27
Thus, at the San Francisco Conference which drafted the Charter of

the United Nations in 1945, a proposal to embody an International Bill of
Rights in the Charter itself was put forward but not proceeded with. The

idea of c 5 tablishiflg an International Ii ill f Rights was, however, treated
as inherent in the Charter. Even before the Charter was ratified and
before it entered into force and before the United Nations as an

on was 0st 0hlished, stepsrgai Zatio were taken towards this goal. The

"Preparatory Commission cf the United Nations" and its ' E\ccutive
Committee," meeting in the Autumn of 1945, both recon endrd that the

blishment c.hich is
work of the Comm	 n Commission o Human Rights the esta 
provided for in the Charter, should be directed, in the first place, towards

the "formulation of an intorfl7.tiOO.Ol bill of i i;hts." l he Gene: Ci AscmhlY

agreed with thes recommer,datiOflS in Januai y, 1946. Accord nly, hen
Rights were laid

the terms of reference of	
2

down in February, 1946,	
iteratiOnCl bill of rights was the first te:ii

on its work program.
When the Commission and a drafting committee which had he9n

established started their work oil this amhhiouS project, it turned out that

there was doubt and disagreement among the members about the from

which the draft Bill of Rights should take. Some members thought the 13:11
should he a "declaration" or "manifesto" which would be pioclaimed by

26 See 
Humphrey, J., fhe U. N. Charter and the Uidversal Declaration of Human

Rights" in Luard, F., (ed.) The Iaten..;tiOa7l PrctcctiOfl of Human Righti, London,

1967, p . 40.	 -
In the speech with which he closed the Co: Creace President Trrimsn said that

"under the Charter we have good reason to expect the framing of an
international bill of dghts acceptable to all the nations involved". e, 

Uiitei

Stitrs Dc;'rbni'iit of State B:ilk'ti, Vol. X111, No. 3 14, p. 5.

See, Schweib, E., H;iniin Riçhts v:d tJ:' jut :.:tcn7l COufli0hutY, Cc:go, 1964,

P. 31.
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a resolution of the General Assembly. Others urged that it should take the
form of an international treaty which, in addition to being approved by

the General Assembly, would have to be opened for signature,

ratification, and accession by governments to he binding only on those

governments, which had ratified it or acceded to it. At the end of 1947 the
Commission on Human Rights arrived at a decision to solve controversy

in the following way. It decided:

• To apply the term "International Bill of I Juman Rights," or, for
brevity, "Bill of Rights" to the entirety of documents in
preparation: the Deceleration, the Convention, and the Measures
uf Implementation;

To present a separate draft of the 'Declaration";

• To call the Convention on Human Rights "The Covenant on

Human Rights"; and

• To refer to the outcome of various suggestions for international
supervision as "Measures of Implementation," regardless of
whether these measures will eventually form part of the Covenant

or not-29

The Commission made no attempt at its first session to draft the
declaration, but it did appoint a committee consisting of its chairman
(Mrs. Roosevelt of the United States), its vice-chairman (P.C. Chang of
China) and its rapporteuc (Charles Malik of Lebanon) to prepare a first
draft. This Committee of diree held only one meeting and found itself
Without a mandate. Nor did it draft any article, partly because Chang and
Malik - two of the most brilliant n-en ever to sit on the Human Rights
Commission and who would later be among principle architects of the
International Bill of Rights - were poles apart philosophically and could
seldom agree on anything; but the committee did ask the Director of the
Human Rights Division in the Secretariat to prepare a draft declaration.
He eventually did so but not until after the Commission's arrangements
were upset by the Economic and Social Council when somewhat tardily
the Soviet Union realized that these arrangements effectively excluded it
from any role iii the early drafting process. The issue was resolved when
on 24 March 19-I8, Mrs. Roosevelt informed the president of the Council

that she was appointing a new drafting committee of eight members of

" Ibid, p. 32.
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the Commission: Australia, Chile, China, France, the Lebanon, the United
States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union.°

It was to this new drafting committee that the Director presented his
draft oil June, 1948. This draft, which was based on a number of texts
the secretariat- had been able to collect, was known as the 'outline'
although it was in fact a preliminary draft. The Commission and its
drafting committee (which held two long sessions) completed their work
in remarkably short time; and the commission's draft was sent up to the
Genera' ' eznhly in time for its third session which opened in Paris on
21 September 1948. Although the draft was routed through the Economic
and Social Council (of which the Commission is one of the functional
bodies) t:l	 Council as such took no part in the drafting of the
declaration.31

The Assembly referred the draft to its third committee which devoted
eighty-one meeting (not including meetings of various drafting and style
committees which sometimes worked late into the night) to the text and
to thd 168 formal amendments which \ve:e proposed to it. Put,
notwithstanding the length of the discnssions and the many amendments
considered, the text which finally eine:ged was surprisingl y like the One
that h.ld been prepared by the Con. n:sfnn on Human Rights. One
;eason for this was that the chairman of the thid con1rnitte32 and a
number of other represe-	 including some of the most influential,
had worked on the draft in the Comrnission.3

After the text had been adopted b y the third committee, the Soviet
delegation moved that further consideration of the Declaration he
postponed to the next session of the General Assembly in 1949. This
move, which was defeated, was again attempted in plenary session of the
Assembly, which after adopting one amendment 4 proposed by the
United Kingdom, accepted and proclaimed the Declaration on the Rights
on the ni gh t of 10 December without dissenting voice. The countries

See, Humphrey, J . , "The Universal Decla ration of Human Rights: it's History.
Impact and Juridical Character", in Ramcharan, B. C., (ed.), Human Rights: 27:irfy
Years After the Universal Declaration, The Nagoe, 1979, p. 23.

See, Humphrey, J . P., "The UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights" in Luard, E., (ed.) hiternational Protection of Ifumrm Rights,
London, 1967, p. 48.

Charels Malik of Lebanon who was also U'c rapporteur of the Commission.
° See above, note 31, at p. 49.

The amendrrent was to Article 2.
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which did abstain in the final vote in the night of 10 December v.ere the
six communist countries which were then members of the United
Nations, plus Saudi Arabia and South Africa. After the vote had been
taken, many delegations exercised their right to explain their votes or
their reasons for abstention.

In a long speech, Amba ssador Andrei Vishinsky of the Soviet Union
said that the Declaration suffered form serious defects and omission: the
article on slavery was too abstract; there could be no freedom of
information unless the workers had the means to voice their opinions,
and that raeant having at their disposal printing presses and newspapers;
the right to demonstrate in the streets should have been guaranteed; there
were no guarantees that scientific research would not be used for war
purposes; and there were no provisions protecting the rights of
minorities. Finally, he regretted, there was no mention in the Declaration
of the sovereign rights of states.

The representative of the Ukraine rationalized his abstention in
traditional Marxist terms: the D ration proclaimed rights that could
not he exercised under existing conditions and within the economic
structure of many countries. Before the right of work, to rest and to
education could he implemented the economic system of free enterprise
would have to be drastically aitc:cd. True equality, he said, was possible
onl y under a system which guaranteed to everyone equal conditions and
opportunities for the development of their potential, and that was not the
kind of equality contemplated by the Declaration. Speaking for
Czechoslovakia, its representative complained that the Declaration as
not imbued with revolutionary spirit; it was neither bold nor modern. It
was merely a proclamation, said the representative of Byelorussia: it did
notguarantee the rights proclaimed. There was no mention of the duties
which an individual owed to his neighbours, his family, his group or his
nation. Compared to the Declaration of 1789 on his neighbors, his family,
his group or his nation. Compared to the Declaration of 1789 on the
Rights of Man and of the Citizen, and the Communist Manifesto, and
especially the principles which inspired the October Revolution, it was a
step backward. The Yugosla ys found more measured language to explain
their abstention: the traditional categories of human rights (meaning civil
and political rights) needed to be widened, and a system of social rights

Sc	 iply, J. p, jf q J1ts & the LJnj(j 1\T11jj0j15: A Great Adrenture,

New York, 1984, p. 72.
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recognized which would include the collective rights of certain

corn rnwi ties.36
mittee, the South Africans had said that the list of

In the Third Com 
rights included in the Declaration was too wide and that it should have
been limited to those fundamental rights that were universally

	

recog
nized. The cxp1111ati011 which they gave for their absten	

ntion i

nienary session was mo:e interest hg and, from the point of view of the
future of the Declaration, most discerning. They reminded -1

1)c AsemHy

that in the Third Committee they had already made the Point that the
Declaration, although not a treaty, would nevertheless impose certain
obligations on member states, since it would probably he recognize

d as

an authoritative definition of the fundamental rights and freedoms
mentioned in the Charter which that instrument had left undefined. If
such an interprettiCa were accepted," they said, "those member states
which voted for the Declaration would be bound in the same maimer as if

the y
 hadsigned a convention embodying those principles"."

.id not explain its abstention, but in the Third

Committee Jal LOLlY had said th:t the provision in Article IS,

reccgnizes the right of everyone to change his religion or 
belief, was

contrary
 to the rule of the Koran, an interpretation which was cha1cngCd

in the plenary by Sir moharnmed Zafrullah Khan, the Pakistani

representative?8
However, several delegates including New Zealand and the Soviet

Union, tried for different reasonS to postpOflC the adoption of the
Declaration. The New Zealand was opposed to adopting any Declaration
until the Covenant was ready: "If the Declaration weiQterUiE5t", its
represciilati'e argued, "there was less likelihood that the Covenant

would be adopted at all". 39 Had this advice been followed the adoption of

the Declaration could have been postponed indefinitely for it was only in
1966, eighteen years later, that the Assembly adopted the two

Covenants. 13
 Further, it is quite unlikely that at any time after, say 1919,

the Declaration could have been adopted with its present content.

Ibid, at P. 73.
Id.

33 Id.
A/C3/S.R•59 at p-

° lncrnatiOflal Covenant on Economic, Social 	
Cult::rl Rigt	 th3

Irtcr:'i tioiull Covenant or, Civ:l ,lnd Polit- calPolitical Rights.
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CFIAFTIj 4

An Overview of the Unjvera2 
I)ecfaratioi of

Human Rights and its Significince

Although the Charter 
lists the promotion and encouragement of1 ' eSpecr ior human 

rights and for fundarriental freedoms
among thepurposes of the United Nations, and although 

it calls repeatedly for theobservance of those rights and freedoms, it does not endeavour toenumerate or to define them. This task, which the San FrancicoConference did not attempt to undertake, was left to the cornpetenorgans of the United 
Nations: the General Assembly, the Economic andocia! Council and Commission on Human Rights.

After the esta blishment of the United Nations, one of 
the first acts of

the Economic and Social Council was to set up a Commission oil• -	 -_
Richk urdr article 68 of the United Nations 

Charter. It was thisentrusted to draft the Univeal Declare hon ofH:rnan Rights. Accordingly, when the Comm j cjon Of' fumn Rightsfmelised its draft,
and the AssernbJv indeeddted the Declaration	 jODecem ber

Althlhrnan rights are viewed as setting minimal standards,
Icontemporary rights declarations tend to posit rights that are numerous

L cocjcjc r a ther than fewand genera l . The Universal Declaration
propflea ryb-o dozen specific riQllt—s

The Universal 
Declaration proclaims two boad categories of rights:civil 

and political rights on the one hand and economic, social and
cul t

ural rights on the preamble and 30 articles
sethng forth the above basic hunian rights and fu ndamental freedoms towhich all men and women e ver\-here in the world are entitled, withoutdis criminatio1 Articles 3 to 21 deal with civil and political rights while

See above, Chapter 3 and Appendix One.
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articles 22 to 27 deal with economic, social and cultural rights; article S
speak of social and international order in which the above rights and
freedoms are to be realised; articles 29 and 30 provide limitations.

In article 1, the philosophical postu1ates upon which the Declaration
based are ]aid down. The article reads:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights
They' are endowed with reason and conscience and hc:ld act
towards one another :n a spirit of brotherhood.

The article thus defines the basic assumptions of the Declaration: (a)
that 1 1he right to liberty, and tb) equality is the birthright of every
individual and cannot be alienated, and they as rational and moral being
are different from other creatures on earth and therefore entitled to
ccrta irl rights and freedoms which other creatures do not enjoy

Article 2 sets out ti'.e basic princin!e of eouahtv and no'a-
discrimination as regards the enjoyment of human rights and

fundamental freedoms, elahçrating the Charter provision that the United

Nations should promote the observance of those rights and freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. In paragraph
2, it expressly states that the Declaration is applicable to all countries and
territories regardless of their status.

Article 3 proclaims three fundamental and inter-related civil and

political rights: the right to life, the right to liberty and the right to

security of person. These rights are essential to the enjoyment of all the
other rights set forth. Article 3 thus serves as a cornerstone of the

Declaration, introducing articles 1 to 21 in which further eighteen civil
and political rights of every peraoo as an individual aie eibuLatCd.

However, the civil and political rights recognized in the Declaration
are: freedom from slavery and servitude; 2 freedom from torture or cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or putiishrnent; 3 the right to recognition
everywhere as a person before the law; equality before the law and equal

Sw, Tlie universal Declaration of Human Rights, 19•18, Article 4.
See, Ibid, Article 5.
See, Ibid, Article 6.
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eLection of the l.iw; the right to an ellactive judicial rcmdv; i frdotc,
from arbitrary arrest, dctentic:i cr exile,-" the right to a fair trial arid public
bearing by an independent z,..-: L1 impartial tribunal s the riglt to be
Pr esumed innocent until proved guiltv; freedom from arbitrary
interference with privacy, famil y, home or correspondence, freedom from
attacks upon honour and reputrtion, the rights and to protection of the
L! ,.%- against such attacks; 10 freedom of movement and residence, the
right of 13ylum; 12 the right to a nationality;' 3 the right to marry and to

a famiiy;i 4 the right to own property;'' freedom of thought,
conscience and religion;' freedom of opinion and expression; 17 freedom
of peaceful assembl,' and association; lS the right to take part in the
government and the right of equal access to public service)9

The Universal Declaration differs from the traditional catalogues of

hnman rlchts of the 18th, 19th and on the eve of the 20th Centuries in that
it includes not only civil and political rights but also economic social and
cultural rights. Articles 22 to 27 of the Declaration provide six economic,

social and cultural rights. Article 22 is another cornerstone of the
Dc:iaraticn \vhicli ittt:'odr::es Articles 23 to 27. Because, the article
cle.:ares, r':!Or that everyone, as a mmher of society, is entitled to the
eccnomic, social and cultural rjht which are indispensable for human
dity and the free development of personalit y . Furthermore, it suggests

t:na: these rights are to he r:sed, "threu5h na'ionai cffor and

O See, feid, Article 7.
s€. Article S.
S's. Ihid, Article 9.
ccc, 1:-nit, Aritce 13.
Sc:?, Feid, Article 11.
See, 1'-- ; J, Article 12.

See,	 Article 13.
12 See, Ibid, Article 14.

See, Feici, .Article 13.

14 See, Fotd, Article 16.
15 See, Thid, Article 17.
' See, Ihid, Article IS.

See, Jbid, Article 19.
10 See. Ibid, Artice 20.

See, Ihid, Artrcl 21.
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international co-operation and in accordance wLLh the organisetio:i and

resources of each state.

The economic, social and cultural rights set Out in the Declaration are:

the right to social security'-" 2 the right to work, the right to equal pay for

equal work, the right to form and join trade unions;' the right to rest and
leisure including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic

holidays with pay;22 the right to a standard of living adequate for the

health and will being of a person and his family; 23 the right to education;

and the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community.

Article 28 of the Declaration has laid down that everyone is entitled to
a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth

in the Declaration can be fully rcalised. 26 Thus, article 28 not only speaks

of social order but also of an international order. This would seem to

imply that the states have taken upon themselves a collective

responsibility to realise the rights set forth in 11w Declaration and must
not only realise that standard in their own societies, but assist other

countries in doing so.

Articles 29 acl 30 of the Declaration provde 1 111,. i tation: the first one

to the enjoyment of human rights by individuals within the framework of

modern society 's agencies:

In the exercise of his rights and freedoms everyone shall be
subject only to such 1mi:2tions as are determi:iei Icy la-...- solel;
for the purpose of securing due rcognition and respect for the
rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirenent of morality , public order and the general v.efare in
a democratic society.

20 See, Rid, Article 22
See, Foid, Article 23.

22 See, 11-id, Art:cle 24.
See, Thid, Article 25.
See, Ibid, Article 26.
See, thid, Article 27.
See, Ibid, Article 28.
See, ]bid, Article 29(2).
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The second is even more important as well as more difficult to realise as it

deals with restrictions of the authority of the states:

Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for
any state, group or person any right to engage in any activity or
to perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and
freedoms set forth herein.S

The Universal Declaration however, states that these rights are rooted
in the dignity and worth of human beings and in the requirements of

domestic and international peace and security. In promulgating the
Universal Declaration as a 'common standard of achievement", the
United Nations  did not purport to describe rights already recognized
everywhere or to enact these rights within international law. Instead, it

attempted to set forth the norms that exist within enlightene d moralities.

Although the goal of many of the participants was to enact these rights in

both domestic and international legal s ystems, they were held to exist not

as legal rights but as universal moral rights.

The fundamental principles on which the Declaration was based may

be summarized in the following manner. Human rights are based .pjjjhi3

inherent dignity" 29 of every human person. This dignity, and the rights
t57dom equality which derive therefrom, are inalienable. They

have precedence over all powers, including that of the State, which may

regulate but may not abrogate them.

The dignity of the human person exists and should he recognized

'without distinction of any kind".° It follo\vs that human rights are by
nature universal, acquired at birth by 'all members of the human

family" 5 ' whatever "the political, jurisdictional or international stztus of

the country or territory to ix-h i ch a person belongs'. 32 The growing

recognition among human beings of their equal dignity, which is thnir

See, Ibid, Article 30.
See, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948, Preamble.

° See, Ibid, Article 2.
31 See, Ibid, Preamble.
32 See, Jbid, Article 2.
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common heritage, is such that it graduall y promotes a "spirit of
broherhood in their relations

The declaration recognises the need for a social "ordr, both
domestic and international, so that human rights 'can be fully realised.3
The individual has 'duties" 36 to the community "in which alone the free
and full development of his personality is possible". 7 These duties
impose certain limitations on the exercise of human rights, provided they
are 'determined by law-38 and are 'solely for the purpose of securing due
recognition and respect for the right5" 3 of others and of meeting 'the just
requirements of morality, public order and the genera! welfare in a
democratic society".0

Human rights, as conceived in twentich century human rights
documents such as the Universal Declaration, have a number of salient
characteristics. Fir.,-,I, lest we miss the obvious. these are right -:;. iNc exact
import of this status is unclear but the word at least sug'ests that these
are definite and high-priority norms whose pursuit is mandatory.

Second, these rights are alleged to be universal, to be lelcl by people
simply as people. This view irriphes that characteristics such as race, sex,
religion, social position, and nationality Me iri'eiavant to whether one has
human rights. It also implies that these rights are applicable all around
the world. One of the distinctive features of human rights today- is that
the y are international rights. Compliance with such rights has coma to be
si as a legitimate object of international concern and action.

Third, human rights are held to exist independently of recognition or
implementation in the customs or legal systems of particular countries.
Thesehts ni	 °Lk effectiverights until legally irnpleented but

See, Ibid, Article I.
See, Ibid, Article 28.
Id.
See, Ibid, Article 29.
Id.

301d.
9 Id
° Id.
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they exist as standards of argument and criticism independently of lega
implementation.

Fourth, human rights are held to be important norms. Although they
are not all absolute, they are strong enough as normative considerations
to prevail in conflicts with contrary national norms and to justify
international action on their behalf. The rights described in the
Declaration are not ranked in terms of priority; their relative weights are
left unstated. It is not claimed that some of them are absolute. Thus :he
rights of the Declaration are %%-hat philosophers call prima facie rights.

Fifth, these rights imply dcties for both ndividnals and goverii:nents.
These duties, like the rights with which they are lined, are alleged to exist
independently of acceptance, recognition, or implementation.
Governments and people everywhere are obligated not to violate a
person's rights, although a persons own government may have the main
responsibility to take poskive measures to protect and uphold that
person's rights.41

Some characteristics which tend out in the Universal Declaration are
the following:

•	 its postulate of universality,

• its proclamation as a common standard of achievement for all
peoples and all nations,

• its emphasis on the individual person,

• its broad scope by encompassing civil and political rights as well
as economic, social and cultural rights,

• its recognition that human rights are a constituent element of a
new social and international order.

The Universal Declaration was not meant to he the 'final' document
on human rights. It was isa'p part of the International Bill of
Human Rights. The other parts, which1 were only adopted in 1966, were
intended as a legally binding complement in the form of substantive
norms and mechanisms and procedures for implementation.

See. Nickel, J . N., Making Seuse of Human Rights, Berkely, 19,S7, 1 ). 3.
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Now we will proceed to discuss the significance of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. Before determining its significance it IS

imperative to know the meaning of the term 'declaration' in the practice
of the United Nations- It is of some interest to recall that when, in 1962,

the Commission on Human Rights inquired as to the meaning of the term
'declaration' in United Nations practice. the Office of Legal Affairs in the

secretariat replied:

In United Nations practice, a 'dedaraton' is a fonroj and soen'.n
instrument, suitable for rare occasions when pr--dPles of great and
lasting importance are being enunciak'd, such as the Lsclanuion on
Human Rights. A rccommendation is less form al ......declaration'

or a 'recommendation' is adopted by a resolution of United
Nations organ. As such it cannot he made binding upon member
States, in the sense that a treaty or convention is binding upon
the parties to it, purely by the device of terming it a 'declaration'
rather than a 'recommendation'. However, in view of the greater
solemnity and significance of a declaration, it ma y he considered
to impart, on behalf of the organ adopting it a strong
expectation tliatlemhers of the international community ivil
abide by it Conscqucnty, in so far as the expectation is
gradually justified by state practice, a declaration may by custom
become recognised as laying down rules binding upon states.4

However, the Preamble of the Universal Declaration, which - as is
usual in international instruments - gives the reasons and intent of the

instrument, confines itself to describing the Declaration as a common
standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations and as a

common understanding of Ethel rights and .freedoms" for which the

Members of the United Nations have pledged themselves to promote

universal respect and observance. These may appear to have two

different elements.

The first would imply that the provisions of the Declaration are an

deal to which the nations of the world should aspire and that the
effective recognition and observance of these provisions would be

secured in the more or less distant future b y a long process of education,

teaching, and national and international rpcisures. The second may seem

United Nations Document E/CN. 4/L. 610.
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to have a more immediate purpose: the Charter refers to "human rights
and fundamental freedoms" without defining what these rights and
freedoms are. Since the members of the United Nations undertook certain
obligations under the Charter with regard to human rights and
fundamental freedoms, they must first arrive at a definition or
enumeration of them, in order to he able to accomplish their pledge

under the Charter.

Thus, according to the D.'ciaration, the rights and freedoms
enumerated therein would constitute for the moment the catalogue of
rights and freedoms to which reference is made in the Charter. The
Chinese representative on the Third Committee formulated this idea in
the following words: 'The Charter committed all nations to the
observance of human rights; the Declaration stated these rights

explicitly. 43 The same idea was expressed by the representative of Chile,
who considered the pirpose of the adoption of the Declaration to he that
the world might know what, according to the United Nations, were the

basic rights of man within society and State".44 Similar was the position of

the representative of Panama, who said that "it the Declaration) defined
ehat the rights and liberties set for in the Charter were, arid could not

he simply set aside as having no ji:Jical force". 45 Almost the same view

was taken by the Australian representative in the Ad hoc Political
Committee, who "conceded that the Declaration was resolution of the
General Assembly and not an International Convention. But he.pointed
out that the Declaration was merev a restatement of the human rights

and fundamental freedoms referred to in the Charter". The Declaration
thus appears to be an authoritative interpretation of the scope of the
Charter's 'human rights and fundamental freedoms".

The interpretation of the significance of the Declaration on the basis of
the text of the preamble and the Charter may not exhaust its import. It is
accepted that the Declaration, as distinct from the Covenants, is formally

A/C.3/SR 91, p.4.
.A/C.3/SR 91, p.7.

° A/BUR/SR 58, p. 20.
.1/AC.24/SR 36, p. 11.
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not a legally binding document. Mrs. Roosevelt, in her statement made on
the eve of the adoption of the Declaration, put it in the following words:

In giving our approval to the declaration today, it is of primary
importance that we keep clearly in mind the basic character of
the document. It is not a trea ty; it is not an international
agreement. It is not and does not purport to be a statement of
law or of legal obligation. It is a declaration of basic principles of
human rights and freedoms, to be stamped with the approval of
the General Assembly b y formal vote of its members, and to
serve as a common standard of achievement for all peoples of all

nations.-7

There was no unanimity among those who drafted the Declaration as

to the measure and weight of the obligation it may impose on tha

members of the United Nations. Thus, there were others who were of a

different view. In the third committee, the representative of China sa3
that the Charter committed member states to the observance of hum-ri
rights and that the Declaration stated these rights explicitly'. The same

view was expressed by Professor Rene Cassin, on behalf of France, who
said that the Declaration "col be considered as an authoritative

interpretation of the Charter'. Mr. Hernan Santa Cruz of Chile said that

violation by an\' state of the rights enumerated in the Declaration would

mean violation of the principles of the United Natiqns'.

However, status of the Declaration when it was adopted in 1948 is

described by the United Nations as that of 'a manifesto Wi th rimarii'

moral authority". But with time, the Universal Declaration has itself

acquired sig, 	legal status. Some see it as having given content to

3 the Charter pledges, partaking therefore of the binding character of the

Charter as an international treaty. Others see both the Charter and the

Declaration as contributing to the development of a customary law of

human rights binding on all states.

47 A/C.3JSR 93, p . 12. See also, Department of Stale Bulletin, Dec. 19, 1948, p. 751.

See, llumphery, J . P., "The UN Charter and the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights", in Luard, E., (ed.) The !utcrnalionel Protection of Human Rig/its,

London, 1967, pr'. 50-51.
United Nations, The International Bill off fit 7nan Riçts. New York, 1993, P. 1.

n 1-lenkin, L., Tix'Age of Rights, New York, 1990, P . 19.
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Oil twentieth anniversary of the adoption of the Declaration, a

major international conference of non-governmental organisations
procla:rnecI unequivocally that the Universal Declaration "constitutes an
authoritative interpretation of the Charter of the highest order, and has

over the year'	 eCome part of customary international Jaw.'°' A

governmental conference he1 in the , oir at which 84 states were

represented observed that the Declaration nstitutes an obligation for

the Members of the international community", 52 although there was no

elaboration of the precise nature of this obligation. In 1994, the

International Law Association observed that the Declaration 'is

universally regarded as an authoritative elaboration of the human rights
provisions of the United Nations Charter' and concluded that 'many if

not all of the rights elaborated in the ... Declaration . . are widely
recognized as constituting rules of customary international law".53

Several distinguished commentators have taken the position that the
entire Universal Declaration now represents customary international law.

One of
that, since its adoption, 'the Declaration has been invoked so may times
both within and withOut the United Nations that lawyers nov.' are saying
that, whatever the intention of its authors may have been, the Declaration

is now part of thecustomvJa.war	 of nations and therefore is binding cii
-. - -	 -

all states. The Declaration has become what some n,viSlii[tO1ae
in 1948: the universally accepted interpretation and definition of the -

human rights left undefined by the Charter." 54 Waldock similarly

concludes that the widespread recognition of the principles of the

Montreal Statement	 he 'on-governrnental1 Assembly for Human Rights
1963, reprinted in Jo:m:.iI ofh'r?:atioua? Comrnisszon of Jurists R,ic'w. 1563, p. 94.

Proclamation of Tehresn, 1968 reprinted in United Nations, 1-f:unnii Rights : A

Co:n'iia!ion of 1uternatio:a! lstrnments, \'o!. 1, (First Part), New York 1994, P. 51.
Quoted by, Hannum, H., "The Stat-us of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights in National and Jntrr.ational Law" in Georgia Journal of lnternaL'onal &

Co?nparatire L'iw, Vol. 25,199-5/96, p. 323.
Id. A later work by Humphrey emphasizes the point that de Declaration is

now "binding on all states, including the states that did not vote for it in 1948".

See, Humphrey J . , No Distait A-title :fun : The International L of Human Rights,

Paris, 1939, p. 55.
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1 : iIty 'ears ci the Uiivi'sal ))CCICFMIOO of II uninn Rights

i:clorio' "ehothi	 it, in m y Opinion, in the character of cstc)mry

i tend lw.

	

	 hoha cosid c'rs that the Dtaeon is not only "an

of [ho Charter uUii.di..::o. Lot :dso a hung

Hstj ument in its (r,',n rig}it."

After examining these and otlier cpi:iien, '1 nornberry recently

concluded that "tihcre is ... strOflc evidence that the Universal

Dcclaraton has bec.n'c P nA V c 1l' tonaary in'rna oral law, id that I: is

the most valid interoretotion ' the human ricrhts and freedoms which the

Members of the United Nations pledge to promote Alston stated in

1933 that "there is a loge aid growing bodi of evidence to support the

proposicu' that it leat the first twenty-one articles cf the I)eclartion are

part of customary lO',\'.' I\oherraon and Mrrriis agree that thC

I )cc]aration, ho reason	 - its constant r Cinaton by die (eneml

Aysemhhv and in reman. as ether texts, both internati:'r:d a a 1, rio

can nov,, more than forty years on, be taken as a i:e:ei Lt of customo me

1	 1	 ..-_	 -.'1'-00., o	 1flng 5,0. U...	 .:i.:'

respect.

the ] t.cmnotC:ol Court of Justice Ins aJJresi tI-ia ernitni;	 d.c

Declaration at least idirectly in several opinicos. 'i ho Declaration vns

C ILL.l I	 f'U1 1 0	 C -IJ	 C	 10 1	 1	 t	 h	 t	 N	 -

toe L curt. na '.:steiv crtt:czed c ' pinie'o, l:lt'....a clv x eectec t,,c

y Va]doc:, IT , "I-lemon Ri g hts in Centeinporiry Inkrr ti p l Law and the

Sinificance of the E,nnrean Convention", in The Euxqnn Cc.':: eden Or' Hoer':

Brit. lost. Al & Com. L., 3cr. No. 5, 19611 % 15.

Sohn., L. B., "The 1-Teman Pi2irts Law of the Chat ten", Texts It-::a:in:o! La::'

Journal, Vv1.12, 197?, p. 133.
Thom, 'oerry, i'.,it:,'O. cul I..:,' and d'n' l:ç:?s of ide ,'.!n:rm:nov. C)\forai, ho P

pp. 237-38..
Quoted by , Hannur.n, IT., "To Status of the Uruve:sd Declaration of Human

rights in National a:'.O hotemnatiefla] Law" in Gecrgia Ia: n::. ci I nd'n':,tt fount! c'

Co.'nparztive Law, Vol. 23, 1995/96, p. 323.
Robertson, Aid., & ticrri1ls, JC Honor rjUs in ide V,',,rP', Manchester, 1989,

p. 96,
(-° See, South West Africa, 1962 1. C. J. p 323 (Preliminary Occtons) (J'.m't
of S'ptei:drer, 3)
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applicants' standing to bring their c1aims. 1 The dissenting opinion of

Judge Janaka more persuasively. clarified the relationship among the UN

Charter, the Universal Declaration, and the obligation to protect human

rights in the following words:

From the provisions of the Charter referring to the human rights
and fundamental freedoms it can he inferred that the legal
obligatiun to respect human rights and fundamental freodo:ns is
imoseci on macher States

1 Vithc'ot dooht, under the present circumstances, the
i:itcrna tional protection of human rights and funcntal
jrc000:ns is ver y rn:e:fect ....[However.] there is no doubt
that these ohli".t ; (" , 1 4 are not cmlv moral Ones, and that they also
have loge! character by the ver y nature of the subject mater.

i herefoce, the legsla Live imperiectioiis in the definition of
hunia:i rights and fundamental freedomsand the lack of
mechanism for iilip!enlentatioiL do not cunstiUte a :OasOfl for

den ying their eisfence and the need for their legal protection -

:h Lnversal Declare lion of lumen Nighis
al though not binding ill itself, const:tute [s] evidence of the
interpretatic:i end applicat i on of t:,0 rd-avant .diarter
pruviSofl5.'-

Only four years later, the Court addressed the substance of the South

Africcut presence in Narnibia (South \Vest Africa) and stated cearly that

[tjO establish . - . and to enforce, distinctions, exclusions, restrictions and
limitations exclusively based on grounds of race, colour, descent or

national or ethnic origin which constitute a denial of fundamental human
rights is a flagrant violation of the purposes and principles of the

Charter. 53	relied specifically on the Univesd

Declar.tioain arriving at his conclusions that the right to equality is a

binding customary norm:	 -

' South West Africa, 1566 l.Cj. p.6 (Second Phase) (Judgment of July 1$).
Id. at pp . 269-90, (Thaaka,J., dissenting).

n Legal (_onscaoence5 for States of the Continued l'rcsence of South Africa in
Namibia (South West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council !esolutien :76
(1970), 1971, J.C.J. p al, (Advisory Opinion of June 21).
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11w A:tikorv Opi:cfl tahes judicial. jt:ce of he

tlthcugh lii:' af1::i:oiinns of the t)c laroiio:o are not finding
qua i:iternat iwi con;eation 	 .	 they can End bu cs 0:

basis of custOm Wi thin the Inca ning of pc ragro. h 1(L) of JANkle
3S of the Statote of the Co:irtJ ... because they coistituted a
codification of customary law. . . or because tier h: e aci1uird

We force of cutm through a general prechee accepted as

The Courts acceptance of Judge Ammoun's approach was evidenced a
decade later in the I Wages case. In its judgment, the Court stated:

Wrongfully to deprive human beings of their NoWn and to
scb;ect them to nhvsizal constraint in conditions of h.irdship is in
itself rnanifetiv incompatible with the prinmples of the Charter
of the United Na lions, no well as will: the fiimmiLmnn'mit.m! prmmmcigi's

cmi :i ed.? el in the Uni:cril Declaration cf]!: ci::

Al though there were dients to time Court's judgment, none clearly

challenged the quoted language. Thus, the appa:ecd; cn:.nirnous vies': cf

the Court is that the Universal Declaration of Human Nihts is a
document of sufficient legal status to justify its ir.vc':ation h. find Ccscrt in

Ow context of a State's obiigatioi: under genera nienmatl l,ms'

Hence, it is apparent that the Universal Declaration of 1-Irin1a11

Night not onl y possesses high moral and pol:L:a authc':Lt hut at thm

some time have now r,uuireci the force of law as paN cf di

l,ms'.' o f 00 tiOiiO.

Ibid. at P. 76, (A:nmonun, J . , separate opinion).
Lti:ited States v. Iran, 150 l.C.J. r 41 Uudgement 01 May 24) (italics (0!

Cmf)ii.iius).
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CHAPTER 5

Fr in Universal Declaration of Human Rights to
Vienna Declaration anLi Programme of Action

Since tie option of the Universal Declaration of I Juman Nights
the General Assemb]r', the idea of bunion rights has reached at an
uprecedented heights. This masoive nuptance seems to have occurred
in spite of the hesitation of man y covernuients, beginning as early as
from the birth of the League of Nanens and continuing to the present

da y, to O:ticulate standards and implementation methods.'the 'lack of

time ' at ie San Francisco Conference, the notion of the Commission co
1-Jum2n Rights as a 'rudimentary receptacle' and lack of inclusion of the
Right of :etitioa in the Universal Decia:a::on are eainples which suggest
this reluctance.' Yet, the latter half of the twentieth century has witnessed

an extrac:clinary efforts in the adoption of a series of instruments in the
from of Declarations, Recommendations and Conventions on human
rights. Pem. :e will briefly highliobt the development which hogan its

journey with the adoption of the Unive:s a lJ)eclaratiert of Flurnan Nights

in 19.IS.

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951

More than two years after the adaption of the Universal Declaration,
on 23 July 1951 the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees was
adopted, :evising and consolidating previous international agreements
on the status of refugees and extending the scope of, and the protection

accorded b y, such i:istru:iie:its. The Canv&'ution in itS l'reomhlr has
recalled the Universal Declaration of Hu:n.:n Rights.

See, 'v rank a, J . , I loan,: liç/i /5 and Soc . i U:cy i!J tht, 21s t Ci :,ri, Now Ye: k,

1992, p. 112.
2 The chapter has been primarily based o:i the basis of the following sources:
United Na fons, lfu,n.qn Riçl:ts: A Co,,:;,,!atn of J,:!cru:twnal 1u!ri::nt'itlS, Volume

I (First Per:) and (Second Part), Nev. , Y,:, 1594; Ln:Icd Nations, The
Nitio,is and i-It,nmi: iigiil, Blue Book Sen es, Volume VII, Nov York, 1995; Un ted

Nations, United Nation tic/ia,: hi the FiU of I tim:::: RiI,ts, New York, I 94;

Itobci t5cjfl, A. H., and Merr:ll, J. C., Hun;..: ?ls hi inc i\'orI,f, Manhetcr, 1in9.
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Fifty Years of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

The Convention sets out, in article 1, a definition of the term 'refugee'

for the purpose of the Convention Articles 2 to 11 cont,-,":,. general
provisions and provide for non-dicrirninatiOn as to race, religion or
country of origin; religious freedom, at least to the extent granted to

nationals; safeguarding of rights a part fran the Convention; equal

treatment with aliens unless the Co veation contains more favorabk'
provisions and exemption from legislative reciprocity alter three years'
residence; exemption from exceptional measures which might he taken
against the person, property or interests of ntiOflalS of a foreign state

sollv on account of such nationalit y, and recognition of continuity of

residence.
Articles 12 to 16 pertain to the juridical status of the refugees articles

17 to 19 concern the rights of relugees to engage in gainful empie:cmert,
articleS 20 to 24 concern the ':efare cf the refugee in regard to such
matters as rationing housing, public ejucation, public relief, labour

legislation and social security, Ar',ic Ic 25 2 e --' s with the pro\ :Cn ci

admInistrative assistance to refugees and article 26 vith their freedom of
movement, Articles 27 and 23 deal respectively 	 ith the issuing

identit y papers to refugees and of travel documents to enable them to

travel outside their countr y of lawful residence Article 29 dea l s with :1w

applicability of fiscal charges to refugees and article 30 with the right of

refugees to transfer their assets from the territory of a Contracting State to

another countr y where the y have been admitted for resettlement .'\rttcleS

31 to 33 contain important provisions which are relevant to the question

of as y lum. According to these articles, a refugee requesting asylum in the

territory of a contracting state may not he subjected to Pori, lt:es on

account of his illegal entry or presence provided he presents himself

without dela y to the competent authorities.: if he has resided in the
territory ofa contracting State he may not be expelled save on grounds of
national security and public order and in any event he may not he
expelled or returned in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of

territories where his life m freedom would be threatened on account of

his race, reigion, nationality, membership of a particular social g1 01-19 or

political opinion. Article 34 of the Convention requires contracting States
as far as possible to facilitate the assinulation and naturaliSation of

refugees and in particu	 m	 vlar to ake eery cff@rt to expedite 	 iite naturnlia0h1

• --' ('edings and to reduce the chrges and cos ts of such proceed.......

Article 35 of the Convention requires the contracting Sates to co-operate

with t ,-. c Office of the United Nations I high Commissioner for Refugees in
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the exercise of its functions and in particular to facilitate its duty of
sn)ervising the application of the provisions of the Convention.

Convention on the Political Rights of Women 1952

'The Convention records in its l'rcnmble that it was concluded in order

'o cc1 rialise the status of men and women in the enjoyment and exercise
of political rights, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights".
'Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country,
chrectly or through freely chosen representatives" provides article 21 of
the Universal Declaration. This provision has been made the basis of the
Convention on the Political Rights of Women of 1952. It is to the effe
that women shall he entitled to vote ill elections to all publicly elected
bodies, and that they shall be entitled to hold public office and to exercise
all public functions, all this on equal terms with mcci acid without allY
WscrirninatiOn. This is the first Convention adopted be the United

Nations specifically dealing with women.

Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956
and the Abolition of Forced labour Convention 1937

Combating slaveri and the slave trade has been one of the aims of
inte'national humanitarian endeavour since the hegnring of the
nineteenth century. The Univeal Declaration has continued the struggle-

1:s Article 4 p:ovide that no cue shall he held in slavery or set' itude;
slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms. In 1926 a
Slavery Convention was concluded under the auspices of the League of

Na t ions. In 1956, a Supplementary Convention on the Adoption of
Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices similar to Slavery

W,14 concluded. The contribution made b y this Convention consists in the

outaivirg	 f ç; ''	 . ;	 .,	 , .,l	 t slavery, such as

debt bondage, serfdom, purchase of brides, and cxl
labour. In the following year, by the Conventiot concerning the Abolition
of Forced Labour, 1957, states undertook to suppress and not to make use

of any form of forced or compulsory labour, in'ft'r flhi;2, as a means of

political coercion or education or as a punishment for holding or
expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the
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Fifty Years of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

e,'hlched po!:tical, social, or ecOI1omc system; as a rnehod of

meh:iizing or using labour for purposes of economic development; or as a
means of racial, social, or religious discrimination.

Convention on the Nationality of Married Women 1957

Article 15 of me Universal Declarauon provides that everyone has the
right to a natenality and that no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationahtv nor denied the right to change his nationality. This is clearly
one of the weakest provisions of the Declaration, the second sentence
being contradcterv to the first. If a state is p'rrnitted to deprive a person
of his naional:tv provided that the deprivation does not take place
"arbitraril y ", then the person concerned loses his right to the nationality
he holds and is by no means assured of the a•;.uisition of aaoher.

'1 he problem of the nationality of married women has been the
concern of the United Nations since the Commission on the Status of
Voiven decidcd to study this juesien in iç4S. At its second session, hehi

in J.inuarv of that year, the Commission' noted the many and vareJ
discriniinat:ons against women that resulted from conflicts in na t:onalitv
laws, and recalled The 1 Jamie Convention on Certain Questions rela hug
to the Conflict of Nationality Laws (1930), the Montevideo Convention cii
the Nationality of Women (1933), and tle studies in the field which had
been undertaken by the League of Nations. At its request the Fconomic
and Social Council at its seventh sesion in 194Sreucsted the Secretary
General to prepare ii report based on replies received to the questionnaire
Oil thelegal status and treatment of women and a report on e\isting
treaties and Conventions in the field of nationality. The Convention on
the Nationality of Married Women was adopted by the General Assembly
and opened for signature and ratification in Resolution 10-10 (XI) of 29
January 1957. On the aspect of the 'right to nationality' of married women
each Contracting State agrees that neither the celebration nor the
dissolution of marriage between one of its nationals and an alien shall
automatically affect the nationality of the wife.

Declaration of the Rights of the Child 1959

In 1959, the General Assembly:oclai: yed the Declaration of the
Rights of the child, an instrument based upon the Charter and the
Universal Declaration of 1-lunian Rights which spells out the rights of
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children in greater detail than does the Universal Declaration. It was

procia imed: "to the end th t he may have happy childhood and enjoy for
his own good and for the good of society the rights and freedoms herein
set forth". The Assembly cafled upon "parents, upon men and women as
individuals, and upon volti Lary org:nisations, local authorities and
national governments" to recognise the rights set out in the Declaration
and to strive for their observance by legislative and other measures.

The Declaration presents, in a series of principles, a code for the well-
being of every child "without any exception whatsoever" and "without
distinction or discrimination oil of race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status, whether of himself or of his family'. The Declaration
is addressed to individuals, voluntary organisations, local authorities,
and national governments, and calls upon them to recognise the rights set
forth in it and to strive for their observance by legishitive and other
measures progressively tken.

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples 1960

The right of sd 1-detenuEna tion has not been included in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. Bia the Declaration oil Granting of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples refers the Universal
Declaration in the fcllouin,g maniier: "All states shall observe faithfully
and strictl y the provisions of the Charter of the United X'ations and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the present Declaration on
the basis of equalit y, non-interference in the international affairs of all
states, and respect for i:o sovereign rights of all peoples and their
territorial integrity".	 -

The General Asembi y 1rst recognized "the ngi't of ;coplc coJ
nat:ans to self-determinat i on" as a fundamental human right in
Resolution 421 D (V) of 4 December 1930, in which it called upon the
Economic and Social Council and the Commission on Human Rights to
r:'ne recommc:-.ioticr. on wa ys and means to ensure tbe eno\Inent of
this right.

In Resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960, the General Assembly
solemnly proclaimed "the necessity of bringing to a speedy and
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unconditional end to coInialism in all forms :::l ::iiilestations", and
adopted the Declaration on the Granting of lndpc:dence to Colonial

Countries and Peoples.

In the preamble to the Declaration, the General Assernh]y referred to
"the need for the creation of conditions of stability and well-being and
peaceful and friendly relations based on respect for the principles of
equal rights and sell-determination of all peop l es, and of universal

respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms
for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion". It
expressed the belief that "the process of liberation is irresistible and
irreversible and that, in order to avoid serious crises, an end must be put
to colonialism and all practices of segregation and discrimination
associated therewith"; recognized "the increasingl y powerful trends
towards freedom" in territories which had not attained independence;
and expressed the conviction "that all peoples have an inalienable right to
complete freedom, the exercise of their sovereignt y and the integrity of

their national tcrr:tcv'.

Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for
Marriage and Registration of Marriages 1962

Article 16 (2) of the Universal Declaration provides that marriage
shall he entered into onlv with the free and full consent of the intend:ng
spouses. After making a detailed study of marriage. ;'itli particular
regard to free cc:iscnt to marriage, minimum age fe: marria ge ann

registration of marriages, the Commission on the Status of Women, in
1961, drafted an international convetuion and a Recommendation on
these subjects. The purpose of the proposed instrumeats',\as to eliminate
such practices as child marriage, inheritance of widows and other
Practices especially ha:mful to women. The Convention on Consent to
Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration ot Marriages was

adopted by the General Assembly in 1962.

'I lie Convention was signed on 10 December 1962, Human Rights
Day, in which more precise provisions regulating this problem have been
given. No marrfage shall be legally entered into, without the full and free

consent of both parties, such consent to be expressed by them in person
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after authority competent to solemnize the marriage and of witnesses as
prescribed by law. State parties shall specify a minimum age for

marriage. All marriages shall	 registered.

United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms

of Racial Discrimination 1963

In December, 1962, 'deeply disturbed by the manifestations of
discrimination based on differences of race, color, and religion still in
evidence throughout the world, considering the necessity of taking all
Possible steps condacive to t]ie final and total elimination of all such
manifestations, which violate the Charter of the United Nations and the
Universal Declaration of Homan Rights," the Genera! Assembly initiated
the drafting of a Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination. At its session in 1963, the General Assembly adopted t:-e
Declara:ion on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

Article I provides discrimination between human beings on the
ground of race, colour or ethnic origin is an offense to human dignity and
shall be condemned as a denial of the princples of the Charter of the
United Nations, as a Niolation of the human rights and fundamental
freedoms proclaimed ill Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as
an obstacle to friendly and peaceful relations and as a fact capable of
disturbing peace and security among peoples. On the other hand article
11 provides that every state shall promote respect for and observe of
human rights and fundamental freedoms ill with the Charter
of the United Nations and shall fully and faithfully observe the

Provisions of the present Declaration, the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to

Colonial Counfrie and Peoples.

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Racial Discrimination 1965

The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms Racial
Discrimination which was adopted oil December 1965 and entered into
force on 4 January 1969, was the first United Nations human rights
instrument to act up an international monitoring system including, in
particular, a procedu ic for individual complaints.
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Fifty Ye.Hs of th e UniverS.11 Dccl ar.1lioll of J lum;m Rights 

The m emory of the Nazi atrocitie.'s during the Second VVo r ld \'\'Clr, 
profound indignatio:1 n: the cont inued existence of racism ;)nci the 
development of the inst itutionalised raci al segrcg1'ltion in South Afri c.::! 
under the name of i!.par theid led 10 the creation of the most effective 
possible intcrna tional lcg.ll weapon aga ins t those Clbhorrent prtlctices, The 
conclusion of such a Con\'ent ion was one of the priority objectives. in 
pi\fticular~ of the nc\\' l'-Iember States which had just " eceded to 
independence in the e.1rly 19605, 

The Convention " ' ilS essentially the \\'ork of the General Assembly 
itse lf, in consultati on \d th \'MiollS other bodies, Article 1 defines the te rm 
"rrldal discrimina tion" bro.ldly a s "any dis tinction, exclusion, res tr ic tion 
01' preference based on rf.(e, colour, descent or na tioni'll or ethnic origin 
which has the purpose or ef[L"c l of nullifying or impai ri ng the recog nit ion, 
enjoymen t or exercj~(), on an equal footing. of human rights and 
fundamen ta l frecdom:::, ,, ", It nc\'er the less stipu lates tha t the Convention 
does no t prohibi t d ist:nclions between c iti zens 2nd non,citizens, 

The preamble suo:in..: tly se ts forth the philosoph)' of the Convention, 
It expresses the vie\\' : (:0 " thC1t tiny d octrine of superiority based on racial 
d iffcrentiat ion i s i'cj(',,:ii . ": 'lll~' falsc, morally condemn,lb!l', s('l(,i.,!Jy u njust 
ilnd dangerous"; 0)) "t~{; : there> is no justification for rilci,d discrimina tion, 
in theory or in prac ti.:t:'''; ilnct (c) "tli"t the existence of rC1cia t bClfriers is 
repugnan t to the i de,~:s ('If ail)' hum ;1J1 soc iety", The pre,1:11b le reaffirms 
"that discr iminC1tion !-(': ',\'t.~cn hum;lI1 bcinss on th~ gr0unds of r ,lee, 
colour or eth.nic origi:: is on obstacle- to friendly and pe;>;..:e flll re l<lt ions 
<!mong nationa l:, and i: (Il?c'!blc of d ,s turbing peace and s(>clI r ity among 
peoples and the harIT!0ny of pe rsons living side by side e\'en w ithi n onc 
ilnd the sarna:' St.lte", 

The In te rnati onal Coven a n t o n Eco nomic Socia l a n d 
Cultura l Righls 1966 

The intcrniltiollil l (o\'cnant on Economic, Social and Cultura l Rights, 
<lrlopted i!n d opl!ned £C'r ~i£nat Llre, riltificiltion C!nd accession by Genera l 
Assembly I~('sol llt ion ~)JA (XXI) of 16 December ] 966, entered into fo rce 
on 3 }anuilry 1976, three months <lfter the cbte of d eposit with the 

Secretary Genf' 11 of t h~ thirty-fifth ins trument of n tification o r accession, 
ilS p rovided lIlIder (Irti ..:h.~ 27 of thl.! Covenant. 
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This Covenant does not require st-teS to give effect to the rights

recognised, but simply initiates an exhortatory and programmatic

a 1 mach to their implementation 	 tic]e 2(1) provides that each

parly "undertakes to take steps ... to the maximum of its available

resources, with a VICW to achiev i ng progressively the full realisation of

the rights recognised in the present Covenant by all appropriate means
It is thus quite clear that this is what is know as a promotional

convention, that is to sa y it does not set out rights which the parties are
required to implement immediately, but rather lists standards which they
undertake to promote and which they pledge themselves to secure

Progressively, to the greatest extent possible having regard to their

resources.

Of :he remainin ;cneral provisions in the Ccveni:d on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, the non-discrimination clause [Article 2(2)] is
similar to that in the other Covenant i.e. the Civil and political Covenant,
as are also the proclamation of the equal rights of men and women

(Article 3) and the provisions in Article 5 designed to prevent abuse of the
rights secured, together with a general saving cia use. Article 4 relates to

limitations on the rights protected. Limitations are permissible only "as
crnind by law ... ad oely for the pur j ose of promoting thc

general welfare in a democratic society". However, there is no provision
for derogation in a state of emergency, as' in the Civil and Political Rights

Covenant. Finall y, paragraph 3 of Article 2 contains the following

provisions designed to protect developing countries form economic
exploitation by their more powerful neighbours: "Developing countries,
which due regard to human rights and their national economy, may
determine to what extent they would guarantee the economic rights
recognised in the present covenant to non-nationals".

When we come to the particular rights protected in the Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, we find a longer list and more
detailed definitions than those contained in the Universal Declaration.

The latter included onl y six artiClES relating to these rights in 1948 but the
number increased to ten in the Covenant. This illustrates the tendency of
the United Nations over the last fifty years to pay increasing attention to

economic and social rights. This tendency, which is due largely to the
admission of so many developing countries as new members, has been
accompanied by a corresponding reduction in emphasis on those rights of
a civil arid political character. It is perhaps indicative that in the CcnLrat
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Assembly Resolution approving the new Covenants, the Covenant on
' Economic, Social and Cultural Rights was p!aced before the Covenant on

Civil and P litical Rights.

The economic, social and cultural rights protected by the Covenant
are the following: right to work; right to just and favourable conditions of
work, including fair wages, equal pay for etal work and holidays with
pay; right to form and join trade unions, including the right to strike;

right to social security; protection of :he famil y, including special

assistance for mothers and children; right to an adequate standard of
living, including adequate food, clothing and housing and the continuous

improvement cf living conditions; right to :he highest attainable standard
of physical and mental health; right to education, primary education
being compulsory and free for .11, and secondary and higher edi:caton
generally accesib1e to all; and the right to part:cpate in cultural life and

crjcv the	 :ti:S f scientific progress.

The International Covenant On Civil and Political Rights 1966

I ike the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, the International Covenant on Civ:l and Political Rights, was also
adopted by Resolution 2200 A(XXI) of 16 December 1966, enered into
force oil March 1976, three months after the date of deposit with the
Secretary General of the thirty-fifth instrument cf ratification or accession,

as provided in article 49 of the Covenant.

\Viereas the Universal Declaration was drafted in the form of
preerriptory commands to states to protect certain rights, the present

Covenant was drafted to meet the practical problems of protecting rights.
Thus, the Covenant elaborates the protectable rights more specifically
and indicates with reasonable degree of clarity the limitations which may
be imposed upon the e>.ercise of certain rights in given situations. The
Covenant in article 2 provides that each state party "undertakes to respect
and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its
jurisdiction the rights recognised in the present Covenant .....- Does this
impose on states an obligation of immediate implementations or onl y an

obligation to do something in the future? From the words just quoted,
which are from the first paragraph of Article 2, one would conclude that
the obligation is immediate. This would, iiideccl, appear to have been the
intention. At the same thue it seems clear that some states cannot
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i:ediately accept a ll the obligations resulting from the Covenant,
I ccauce the list of rights secured is, as we shall see shortly, very

C\ LeIISIVC.

To encourage the largest possible number of ratifications paragraph 2
O f Article 2 therefore creates an obligation to take "the necessary steps
to adopt such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give
effect to the rights recognised in the present Covenant", in cases where

they are not already provided for in the national law. It thus appears that
while the first principle is one of immediate obligations the possibility of
progressive application is also recognised.

The first paragraph of Article 2 of the Covenant on Civil and Political
Rchts contains a non-discrimination clause in what ma y now he

considered the standard form, and the third paragraph an undertaidng to
make available an effective remed y to anyone whose rights set out in the

Covenant are violated. The non- 'discriminat i on clause is amplified by

A::icle 3, which contains an imdertaking to respect the principle of
equality of men and women in the enjoyment of the rights secured.
Article 4 provides for the possibility of derogation 'in time of public

which threatens thc lte of the nation and the existence 01

which is officiall y proclaimed; while Article 5 contains two separate
The first is designed to prevent abuse of the rights and

do;	 set out and is based on Article 30 of the Universal Declaration;

Cole second is a gene:a savg clause which states that nothing in the

Covenant ma y be interpreted as limiting the rights and free domsalready
or recc'gniscd under i-.athcnal law or under other conventions.

Part Ill of the Co';enant sss out the rights which the Covenant is

designed	 as follows; right of life; freedom formto protect. They are
tOrture and inhuman treatment.: freedom from slavery and forced labour;

rfght to libert y and security; right of detained persons to he treated with

umanitv; freeLioni form imprisonment for debt; freedom of movement
and of choice of residence; freedom of aliens form arbitrary expulsion;

r ,-ht to a fair, trial; protection against retroactivity of the criminal law;
right to recognition as a person before time law; right to privacy; freedom
ofthought, conscience and religion; freedom of opinion and of
e\prccson; prohibition of propagand' for war and of incitement to
r.atio;.i, racial or religious hatred; of assembly; freedom of
association; right to marry and found a family; rights of the child;

political rights; equalitybefore the law; and rights of minorities
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The above is an extensive list. The number of rights included is
greater than in the Universal Declaration. As regards the Universal
ll'laration, it may he observed that :!e rights set out in the Covenant
generally defined in greater detail and include the following, which are
not contained in the Declaration: the right of detained persons to he
treated with humanity; freedom from imprisonment for debt; prohibition
of propaganda for war and of incitement to hatred; rights of the child and
rights of the minorities. On the other hand, the right of propert y , u hich

was included in Article 17 of the Universal Declaration, is not included in
either of the Covenants. This was because it proved impossible to read
agreement between countries of widlv dife:ent pcktical ph:lc'scr'hre en

,i deumt:on of this right.

Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights 1966

The Optional Protocol to the International Covenant  on Civil and
PoEtical Rights was adopted by the General Assembly in 1966 by te
same resolution which adopted the tee Covenants. This treat y, aJoeted

as a separate instrument, supplements t:.e measures of i plemer ion of

the Civil and Political Rights Covenar.t. it came into force multaneous!y
with the Covenant in 1976 having received the minimum of ten

ratifications or accessions required by article 9 of the Protocol.

The Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights enables the Human Rights Committee, set up under the
terms of the Covenant, to receive and consider communications from
individuals claiming to be victims cf v:oatins of any of the rights set

forth in the Covenant.

Under articles I to 6 of the Optional Protocol, a stite party to the
Covenant that becomes a party to the Protocol recognises the competence
of the Human Rights Committee to receive and consider communications
Irom individuals subject to its jirrisdfhori who claim to he victims of a
violation by that State of a right set forth in the Covenant. (rid iciduals
who make such a claim, and who have exhausted all available domestic
remedies, are entitled to submt wr:tteu communications to the

Committee.

Such Communications as are dcter:trined to be admissible b y the

Committee are brought to the attontiun of the State party alleged to be
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violating a provision of the Covenant. Within six months, thal state must
submit to the Committee written explanations or statenients clarifying the
matter and indicating the remedy, if any, that it may have taken. The
I lurnan Rights Comrrdttce considers the adrnissib!e communications, at
dosed meetings, in the light of all written information made available to
it by the individual and the state party concerned. It then forwards its

views to the state party, and to the individual.

Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination

Against Women 1967

The Declaration on the Flimination of Discrimination against Women
was adopted unanimousl y by the General Assembly in Resolution 2263
(XXII) on 7 November 19c7, after four years of debate and detailed
drafting in the Commission oil Status of Women and in the Assembly.
The need for this Declaration is stated in the pteainble, which expresses
concern that despite the Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the International Covenants on Human Nights and other
instruments, and despite the progress made, "there continues to exist
considerable discrimination against women"-

The Declar t:on re 0  a c'nera gre' cnncenei.t o (iii' United

Nations policy in regard to qualit y of rights of men and women andthe

elimination of discrimination ba r ed on sex. It restates and consolidates a
series of principles, mane' of which were embodied in earlier international
instruments emanating from the United Nations and the specialised
agencies. It also sets for:h a series 01 important principle not contained in
C, 

arlier treaties and reco:nmendatons.

The Proclamation of Teheran 1965

To mark the twentieth aruliversary of the adoption of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the General Assembly decided to designate
the year 196$ as the International Year for Human Rights and to convene
an International Conference oil Rights (resolution 2081 (XX) of 20

December 1965). This Conference was held in Teheran from 22 April to 13
May 1968 and was attended by delegations from $4 States. Its objective
was to reaffirm the will of the international community to put a stop to

gross denials of human rights and step up both national and international

efforts and init i atives in the human rights field.
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The Conference evaluated the impact of the Universal Declaration of
IIimnian Rights on national Constitutions, laws and, in some cases, judicial
decision 's. Jt 0150 took note of the fact that certain importnt (lOCLmniemi ts
had made rcf"rence to the Declaration, for e.\arnple, the 1950 European

Convention oil Rights, the Caracas Declaration adopted by the
In er-American Conference of 1954.

While stressing that the Universal Declaration was binding on all
Sta cs, the Conference urged all members of the international comm urn ty
to redouble their efforts to apply the principles set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, International Covenant on Economic, Soda! and Cultural
Rights, the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Count m ics and Peoples, the International Convention oil Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and other Conventions and
Declarations in the human rights sphere.

A major opportunit y was thus created to review he ogress that had
been made in protecting human rights since the adoption of the Universal
Declaration, to evaluate the effectiveness of the Universal Declaration, to
evaluate the effectjvene.c of the methods and tccluii 1 ues hat had been
used and to take stock of the principal obstacles to be laced. it was ccar
that e en substantial Progress had been made in setting standards, there
was an urgent need to find new ways of pursuing the conSta:'.t struggle
for the protection of human rights, which was considered to be closely
hiikcd to the struge for peace, prosperity and the fundamental purpose
of the United Nat ions.

During the Teheran Conference, particular attention was paid to the
problems of racial discriminaton, apartheid, illiteracy and the protection
of the family and of the child. Furthermore, concerning the apphcation of
international human rights standards, the Conference recommende d that
the Commission oil Rnl'ts should stipulate procedures relevant
to the examination of such rights. -

The Proclamatic, 1 of Teheran, adopted on 13 Ma y 1965, addressed
earious problems or achievcne:'ts relating to the activities of the United
\'ations for the promotion and encouragement of respect for bunion
ic;hts and fundamental freedoms, and formulated a programme for the
uture.
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It noted that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights stated the
"common understanding of the people of the world concerning the
inalienable and inviolable rights of all members of the human family"
and constituted "an obligation for the members of the international
community". The Proclamation of Teheran also emphasized that "since
human rights and fundamental freedoms are indivisible, the full
realization of civil and political rights without the enjoyment of economic,
social and cultural rhts is impossible". Ihus, sound and effective
national and international policies of economic and social development
were considered essential to the implementation of human rights.

In addition, the Proclamation highlighted the need to eliminate
discrimination against women, to improve the protection of the family
and of the child and to continue efforts aimed at disarmament. Finally,
the International Confe:ence urged all peoples and governments to
dedicate themselves to increasing respect for human rights and
promoting their implementation.

Declaration on Social Progress and Development 1969

The Declaration on Social Progress and Development, prpared by
the Commission for Social Development and adopted by the General

Assembl y in Resolution 2542 (XXIV) of 11 December 1969, states in article
10 that social progress and development shall aim at the continuous
raising of the material and spiritual standards of living of all members of
society, with respect for and in compliance with human rights and
fundamental freedoms, through the attainment of the following main

goals:

(a) The assurance at all levels of the right to work and the right of
everyone to form trade unions and workers' associations and to bargain

collectivel y; promotion of full productive employment and elimination of
unemployment and under-employment; establishment of equitable and
favourable conditions of work for all, including the improvement of
health and safety conditions; assurance of just remuneration for labour
without any discrimination as well as a sufficiently high minimum wage
to ensure a decent standard of living; the protection of the consumer;

(1') The elimination o: hunger and malnutrition and the 1;uarantee of

the rights to proper nutrition;
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(c) The elimination of poverty; the assurance of a steady improvement

in levels of living and of a just and equitable distribution of income;

() The achievement of the hihcst standa:ds of health arid the
provision of health protection for the entire population, if possible free of

charge.:

(c) The eradication of illiteracy and the assurance of the right to

uiIivers. v' to free compulsory education at the

elementary level and to free education at all level; the raising of the

general level of life-long education;

( The provision for all, particularly persons in low income groups
and large families, of adequate housing and community services.

Additional o* set net in t1	 D•: ..,..' 0 nJ" h'	 t"'fl

'be tc t Li. :..J child, of the aged and disabled, and of the

physically or mentally handicapped; the guarantee that all individuals,
without discrimination of any kind, are made aware of their rights and
obligations and receive the necessary aid in the exercise and safeguarding
of their rights; the limitation of all forms of discrimination and
e\plo:ta:ion; and the protection and improvement of the human
emirc iic'nt. i he achievement of these obj ectives, the D • clarateon states,

the mobilization of the necessary resources by national and
Assembly recommended that all Governments

should take the tc. ...............	 . .	 nves and means and

methods into coris:deration in forniaan.i ., 	 .cr ri.'ces, plans arid

programmes. -

Dec1araion on the Rights of Disabled Persons 1975

By Resolution 3447 (XXX) of 9 December 1975, the General
proclaimed the Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons and called
for national and international action to ensure that it would be used as a

com'n. , n. ha ................fiewrence for the protection of the rights set

. . so the Assembly bore in mind "the necessity of
preventing piy sica! and mental disabilities and of assisflrig disahh'd
persons to develop their abilities in the most varied fields of activities and
of promoting their integration as far as possible in normal life".

The Declaration defines the term "disabled person" as meaning "any
person. unable to ensure by himself, wholly or partl y, the necessities of a
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rcrnal individual and/or social life, as a result of a deficiency, either

cangonital or not, in his or her
, physical or mental capabilities",

provides that organizations of disabled persons their families and

communities, to be fully informe d
 by all appropriate means of the rights

contained in the Declaratior

Convention on the Eliminatio n of All Forms of I)iscrinhiflat10t

Against Womne 1979

This Convention was adopted by the General Assembly ill
1979 Although it is not the first Convention to deal with women's rights.

it is the first universal instrument to address the issue of discrimination.

30 articiCS, and is divided into a preamble
The Convention consists of 

and six parts. Part I (articles I to 6) contains a number of general
provisions; part II (articles 7 to 9) contains Provisions relating to political
rights; part Ill (article 10 to 14) contains provisions relating to social and

economic rights; part 1V (articleS 15 and 16) containS provisions relating

to civil and family rights part V (article 17 to 22) contains provisions

and part VI (articles 23 to 30) contains
rclatii'g to 

	 a

mimber of final clauses.

In the preamble, the States panics to the Convention recall that

discrimination against women violates the principles of equality of rights

and respect for human dignity1 is all 	 to the participation of

women, oil terms with men, in the political social, economic and

cultural life of their countrieS, hampeis the growth of the prosperity cl

scciai and the family life, and makes more difficult the full develej:rel
of the potentialities of women in the service of their countries and at
hmanity; nd express their deternii1at10 to implenient the princip!CS

5,2, Iorth i ll 	 l)eclaratiOfl on the Elimination of Discrimination Against

'omen. Article 1 defines d iscrinlination against wome
n as:

any distinction, eXCILI S iOn 
or restriction made on the basis of

sex which has the effect or pa-pose of impairing or nullifying the
recognition, enjoyment on exercise by women, irrespective of
their marital statu ni a basis of equality of men and w e•eeu, of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political,
economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.
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Under the Convention the States undertake to adopt measures to

promote the principle of non discriminatio n. Activities of this kind which

are specifically mentioned include measures to suppress the epleitation

of pros t i t ution (Article ); measures to eliminaic sex discrimination in

political and public life (article 7), equal rights in relation to nationality

(article 9), education (arOcle 10), employment (article 11), and health care
(article 12). The Convention also provides for equality of se\oS with

regard to marriage and family relations (article 16), '.hile recognis:ilg the

legitimacy of special measures ... aimed at protecting mote:nity.

The Convention deals with a issue of human rights of fundamental

importance and the decision to supplement the ver y gene1l prcvsic'nS

on discrimination to he :cnnLi in such i nstruments as the Co's e:ant on

Civil and Political Rights is dearl y a positive step. The Convent.- i came

IntO roce 011 3 September 1

Convention Against Torture and other Cruel inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishment 19S4

This Conventio n v:aS a pted Lw the General A	 :nti in lember

19S I and provides a rne:e detaile j treatment of a	 ect

addressed in the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons ham Being

Subjected to Torture and Other Ci nd, Inhuman or Degrad I: T.e.ttnent

or Punishment, adopted by the General Assembly in 1973.

Following the adoption of the Declaration, the General r\emb!y

requested the Commission on Human Rights to d ra\' up a draft
Convention. The Commission carried out work of preparing the draft
Convention as a matter 1 highest priority at each of its annual sessions

between 1979 and 1954, entruSting this task to an open-ended Working
Group which met for one week pi icr to each session of the Commission.
At its fortieth session the Commission decided, by resolution 19S1/21 of 6
March 1954, to transmit to the General Assembly the report of the

Working Group cc.ntaining the draft Convention, the co:niv-nt3 of

Governments on that draft, and the summary of records at the
Commission'S debate en the item. In adopting the Con'. enPon the

Assembly called upon ad 4ovc: in'crts to consider igni ig and anfying

it as a subject matter af :iv'rity.

The first part of the C( t\vflmo1, 'dueS coiiSi5t5 or ..\i tcics I to 16,

establishes the scope of the Com 2 otton nd the nature of tieParties'
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ill:	 ono. ]hc t:nu 'l,riure is defined in article I of the Convention as

severe pain or suffering, whether physical
or mc:i Ia I, i intentionally inflicted on a person for such

purposes as obtaining from him or form a third person
information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a
third person has cninmi tied o: is suspected of having
committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or
for any reason based oil of any kind, when such

pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the
consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting
in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering
arising only from inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.

The obligation which the Convenhru; creates are quite extensive and
inctede a duty on the part of the state to undertake measures to vrevent
acts of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction; a duty not to return a

person to a countr y, where he ma\' be subjected to torture; a duty to make
to: tore a criminal offence arid to establish jurisdiction over it; a duty to
prosecute or, where relevant, extradite persons charged with torture; a
lu:t\ to co-operate with other states and ensure appropriate education

and traiuinsg or it O.ci 1,.isuu:nc, a duty to exclude cvi jcc ubtai:ecl

liv torture.

Articles 17 to 24, which make up the second part of the Convention,
pr.ide for the creation o a Committee against Torture to supervise its
ipeinenLation. The Coiivention entered into force on 26 June 1987.

Declaration on theRight of Peoples to Peace 1984

Article 28 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rihts puovdes

"everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rihts and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully realised": In
the Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace, approved by the General
Assembly through Resolution 39/13 of 12 November 1984, the conviction
is expressed "that life without war serves as the primary prerequisite for

the material% ,.ell-hehag, development and progress of countries, and for
the full implementation of the rights and fundamental human freedoms
proclaimed by the United Nations".

The Declaration sole:unly proclaims that the people:; of our planet
have a sacred right to peace, and declare that the preservation of that
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right, and the promotion of its implementation, constitutes a fundnnmntnl
obligation of each State. It empliasises that ensuring the o'ercise ut the
right demands that the policies of States be directed towards the
elimination of the threat of war, particularly nuclear war, the
renunciation of fte use of force in international relations, and the
settlement of international disputes by peaceful means on the basis of the
Charter of the United Nations. The General Assembly then appeals to al
States and international organizations to do their utmost to assist in
implementation of the right of peoples to peace through the adoption of

measures at both the national and the international level.

The Declaration on the Right to Development 1986

Alter 10 years of droltfn, the Declaration on the Right to
development was adopted by the General Assembly, foliowiris; a vote, in
195. The adoption of the Declaratfon en the Right to Dcvclopnlc.it
marked a turning-point in that it e\pressed a new wa y of regarding the
very concept of 'development' fcovimig the failure of national and
international development poEcies a faihire attested to, un the one hand
by the growing po';?rty of most human beings and, on the other hand, by
the increasing conc,titrat:c•n of	 '.1:it mO pc, cr in the bonds of a
In fict, with tIme adoption of the Decara Lion on We Right to (fevelupiric.
the internAinnal coimimunit y for the first tmC cuestio;ied the i-l ea that the
Primary objective of economic activit y was to improve econonmtC and
financial indicators. Instead it placed human beings, individuall y and
collectively, at the center of all economic activh y, making them both the
central subject and principal beneficiary of development. In that
connection the Declaration defined development as "a comprehensive
economic, social, cultural and pehtical process, which ,iirns at tIle
constant improvement, of the ivcl1-heng of the entire population and of
tIl individuals on the basis of their active, free and meaningful
participation in development and hi the fair chistributon of benefits
resulting therefrom".

The Declaration redefined the o';ective of economic activity, which
was no longer geared towards g:a\thl and profit but towards the
attainment of human and social objectives through the improvement of
the social, economic political and cultural ivehl-being of individuals,
groups and peoples. It also pruviAd that those objectives must be
octernunod by people themselves amnl that their benefits must be 1ually
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cli :iLnited. Thu mea ning of development was thus subjecti c

required effective participation by all in the decisions affecting pc apP':
lives. The key concepts of the Declaration on the Right to Deve::vc
incIud recOgfli Lion of reciprocal rciitoJlS and the interdepi'ndcnce ct
respect for human rights and cievelopmcnt, as well as the iridivisitiihtv
and interdependence of civil and political rights and economic, social and

cc] Lure rights. In a report dated 31 December 1981 (E/CN14/ I 4dS) on tIe

regional and national dimensions of the right to development as a

right, the then Secretary General stressed that arc approach that gave

prie:itv to economic growth over the goals of human development

(including such concept; as equit y, non-discrimination, social justice and
self-sufficiency) was incompatible with the human rights obligations of
States. In that regard the report was quite definite: "Any development
tra tcgv which direct!'' involves the denial of fi:nc] amental human rights,

in whatever name or cause it maY be undertaken, must be deemed to be a

s ystematic violation of the right to development". The report ivent on to
state that the persistence of conditions of unclerdcvciopment, in ;vhiii
:nim of human beings were denied access to such escntials as food,
wate:, clothing, housing and medicine in adequate measures, and were

':'neled to live in condtincs that vece incompatible ':ith,.un'..n
clecr]v representod fiaguint ',iditin ON human rights.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child 19S9

11 0 adoption of the Convention on Ihe Rights of the Child on 24
Nove:nbcr 19S9 was the culmination of long-standing United Nations,
concern for this aspect of human rights. indeed, the well-being, protect-ion

and rights of children have been at the core of the Organisation's
concerns since its founding in 1945. Its interest in questions concerning
the child led the United Natior.s to estahlsh, on 11 December 1945, ti;
United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), which remains toda y tile

r:ima:v oreanisa Lion of the United Nations system responsible for
inte:national assistance to children.

The first standard-setting United Nations instrument excli.:sivelv
:c'ted to the rights of children was the 1959 Declaration of the Nights of

o Child affirming that "mankind owes to the child the best it has to
give' and that principle of "the best interests of the child" should guide
the anions of those responsible for them, this Declaration offered a moral

irame',';ori< for the rights of the child.
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The United Nations chose to commemorate the twentieth anniversary
of the adoption of this Declaration by proclaiming the year 1979 till
laternational Year of the Child. Many activities were organized ta
celebrate this Year, and a number of different initiatives were undertaken.

In 1978, for instance, the Government of Poland submitted a draft

Convention on the rights of the child to the Commission on liwnan

Rights.

The Commission on Human Rights, which had been assigned the task
of drafting the text of the Convention, completed its work in 19S9, and the
General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Rights of the Child the
same year, which is 30 years after adoption of the Declaration of the

Rights of the Child.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child is the most recent in a

series at enshrining the protection of human rights under international
law. Its provisions therefore have undertaken into account existing
standards relating to the rghts of the child and the way their
interpretation has evolved. It derives form the Convention that the child
is a subject of law and that all human rights - civil, cultural, economic,
political and social - necessary to his or her survival, development,
protection and participation are intrdepcndent and indivicbie-

The Convention is particularly aimed at protecting the child against

sexual and economic exploitations emergency situation, abandonment
and ill treatment. It is also meant to protect children involved in armed
conflicts and to provide assistance to those seeking refugee status. The
Convention prohibits the practice of torture. It also provided that neither
capital punishment nor life imprisonment may he imposed for offences

committed by persons below 18 years of age.

In other provisions, the Convention provides that children should
have the right to health care, education and leisure, and that disabled
children receive special care. It recogalises the right of the child to have a
name and nationality from h Ii, an I to preserve his or her identity. It
also provides that both parer. hav, dic primary responsibility for the

upbringing of the child, that cl .fren tould not be separa ted form their

parents except when the competent authorities so determine and that,

where children are scparcted fram t he', [' paronts for whatever reason, they

have the right to maintain	 cal rn: Hans ith the parents.
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The Convention on the Rights of the Child has also paved the way for
the recognition of the rights of the child to respect for his or her views.
The Convention provides that children have the right to express their
views in matters affecting them, and that these vie's should be given
due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child.

Non-discrimination is another important principle embodied in the
Convention. The Convention expressly provides that children shall enjoy
all the rights set forth therein without discrimination of any bind
irrespective of the child's or his or her parent's or legal guardian's race,
colour, sex, language, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social
origin, property, disahility, birth or other status. Moreover, the princp:e
that "the best interests of the child" should be a primary consideration in
all decisions affecting him or her is reaffirmed in the Convention.

Ano ther important point in this instrument is that it mandates that States
Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and

development of the child.

Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on

vil and Political Rights, aiming at the Abolition of the

Death Penalty 1989

Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides
"Everyone has right to life, Iierty and security of person". The Preamble
to the present Protocol states "... all measures of abolition of death
penalty should be considered as progress in the enjoyment of the right to

life".

This protocol was opened for signature on 15 December 1989. The
protocol objective is the abolition of death penalty. Pursuant to its terms,
it is deemed to be an additional prevision of the Civil and Political Rights
Covenant. Article 1 of the Protocol first provides that no one with the
jurisdiction of the State party to the present Protocol shall be executed
and secondly that each state party shall take all necessary measures to

abolish the death penalty within its insdiction.

Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action 1993

Ihe United Nations decided to hold a world conference on human

ri ghts in 1993, pursuant to General Assembly resolution 45/155 of 18
December 1990. Forty-five years after the adoption of the Universal
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Declaration of Human Rights and twCntY
	 he United Nations
.1)\C years after the Teheran

inter tiona 
Conference 

on Human Rights,t
oiganizcd the World Conference to rcviC' and assess the progrS that

Id been made j the field of lim
	

t
' rightS and to identify 

0bstacles to

further progress in this area and wayS in which

 they could be overcome.

The j 5
es at stake and the 5nifica1w of the ViennaConference

were in every way exceptional The CnL1a Declaration and Programme

of Action reaffirm	
the human rights prinCiP5 which constitute the

very foundation of the United
	

in the

Nations, in	 of these ri
particular the universalitY,

objec tivity,
nonse ctivit, interdlep	

ene and equality	
ghts.

They also reaffirmed the dignity and worth inherent
	 human

person, whose preservation and promotion

are the basis of all human

rights and fundaflt freedoms.

While eaffirnng the a
t La Chm	 the

t of the United Nations to the

universal enjoyment of hunlan rights and I odan ntal 1reed0

freedoms,

Vienfla Declaration and Progral tue of Actio
n notes several key areas on

which the Orga1i5ati0n should focus its efforts in the years to come. The

docurne0t reaffirms the right to deve10Pnt as a uniVerS

	 and

inalienable right and the intetdePd1
	

of the right to deVelOPmt

ocray and other fundaIut 	
human ritS. It sre5CS that

econOmic devePment	
the poorest n.tiO	

islo the illectiv0

res
ponsibility of the interflatb0n cornmmutY an . in partiCUl3r, that the

last developed countries, which are 
st ruggling to achieve democracY and

impie10t reforms for the 
0
ihbcing of their peopiC desere the support

of that cornm	 l le
m' Equitab ecoflOn relations among States and a

favourable econO1 t of sustainab le de1c environment at the
 international are of crucial

importance from the standP0veioPmt. it is equally
important to impletuent effective devel0P1t policies at the national

level which involve the participi

ation of the opuiatiOflS concerned- To

attain these objectives the Declaration considers that the heay
	

and
external

debt butdCfl must be alleviated and that the \VldesPread poverty a

illiteracy in various countr5 must be combat
	

Moreover, the coufltflCS

with f0uriShing econoc develoP ent and high standards of living

should refrain from injuring the opu1atio of other countries byand fromen
exporting hazardous substances and toxic wastes

	
daflgermg

I. 	
owfl opulatio'

The Vienna Declaration and Programme of ActiOI 

also contai

important measures to ensure better protectioi\ of the rights of womel
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and children. With regard to women's rights, the Declaration notes that
discrimination and violence are the daily lot of many women, and that
girl-children, in particular, are among those who are the most vulnerable
to human rights violations in may regions of the World. Some of the most
serious issues are the near absence of women in decision-making
positions at the national and international level, the insufficiency of
health care and family planning services and the violation of rights
specific to women. The Conference also recommends, within the
framework of the programme of action, that a special Rapporteur on
violence against women be appointed. The Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action encourages all States to ratify the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women by the
year 2000. As for the rights of the child, the Declaration reiterates the
principle of "First Call for Children" and urges all States to ratify the
Convention to make it a universal instrument. It also called oil to
make every effort - to ensure the effective implementation of the
Convention, devoting particular attention to non-discrimination, the best
interests of the child and the need to take the child's view into account in
all questions concerning him or her.

The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Ac ti on also Stresses tue

rights of indigenous populations, affirming the international
community's commitment to their economic, social and cultural well-
being and their participation in all aspects of the political and social life in
the communities and States where they live.

The rights that the Conference felt deserved special attention included

the right to request and be granted . asylum and the rights of disabled
persons, vulnerable groups and migrant workers. Moving from
individual to collective rights, the Declaration notes that States arc
responsible for creating favourable conditions to ensure their enjoyment.
For example, States are chiefly responsible for developing strategies to
address the root causes of mass migrations, internal displacement of
persons and extreme poverty and to incorporate human rights education
programmes in educational curricula at all levels. In this regard, special
emphasis is placed on the importance of promoting and protecting the
right to development as an inalienable human right.

In addition, states are urged to act immediately to put an end to
flagrant and systematic violations of human rights, including torture,
summary and arbitrary execution and disappearances, genocide,
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collective rape and other heinous crimes, and states are responsible for
ensuring that the perpetrators of such crimes are punished. international
humanitarian law and the laws of war should be reactivated and their
principles inculcated in members of the armed forces through intensive
training.

The nersistence of discrimination is a constant theme in the Vienna
Declaration and Programme of Action. V'hde welcoming the dismantling
of apartheid, the Conference takes note of the sombre reality of the
increase in intolerance, racism and racial discrimination in nanv
countries, and urges Government to combat :he attitudes and prohibit the
activities which nourish such ideologies. Finall y, an entire section of the
Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action deals with the rights of
women from the point of view of both the violation of these rights and
the wa ys and means of ensuring their effective and central promotion and
protection tl)!-OL'-Il activities and programme of the United Nations and
individual States.

With the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, the human
rights Programme of the United N ations has at its disposal the
appropriate goals, guidelines and work Froc,rammes for the twentv-:irt
century. However, the implementation of this programnie requires not
only action on the part of the United Nations, but also a commitment at
the regional, national and local levels.

It may he concluded from the preceding discussion that in the overall
United Nations human rights programme, a link has been established
between development, ck'mocracy and all the different categories of
rights - economic, social, cultural, civil and political - embodied in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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